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Confusion clouds
BCC senate issue
by Jim Sloan
The students at Bangor Community
College have no student senate. They
may not have a president or vice president,
and they didn't even have a constitution
until a few days ago. And while the
students haven't been able to resolve the
difficulties, UMO administrators say they
are equally as confused and uncertain how
to act.
In an effort to assemble a working
student government, BCC Student Govern-
ment President Linda Caron has scheduled
elections for student senators on the
Bangor campus for Dec. 19. But the
validity of those elections, as well as
whether Caron is BCC's legal president is
being questioned by many BCC students
because:
A trustee policy instituted when BCC
merged with UMO required the campus
president s approval of all student govern-
ment activity. BCC student government
has been in operation without an approved
constitution for three years.
There is doubt that Caron is president at
all because the ballot on which students
voted indicated the position to be BCC
student government board chariman and
not president.
Many feel that the election, regardless if
it was meant to be for president or
chairman was not valid anyway because
only 79 voted went to Caron and one ballot
box was not counted for fear it had been
stuffed. ,
Also, over 100 BCC students have
signed a petition calling for Caron's
impeachment. but the student government
constitution, which was only approved on
Monday by President Howard R. Neville,
does not describe the procedure for recall
petitions.
"The key question is: should the
elections be for all student government
positions or just the senate?" said Dwight
Rideout, UMO's acting vice president for
student affairs. "But I don't know the
answer to that."
Caron said when she ran for election last
spring she felt it was for student
government president.
However, sometime earlier in the
semester. Ann Lamson, the incumbent
president, had created a student govern-
ment board when she began to have
difficulty getting the senate to meet. The
board included the president and vice
president, the president and vice president
of the InterDormitory Board, represen-
tatives from the BCC Student Union
Activities Board (SUAB) and two com-
muter representatives. And when an
election was held, it was for chairman of
the board, not president of the student
government.
But Caron claimed not to have known
about the board when she ran, and that she
is legally president of the BCC student
body.
(continued on page two)
"It's like a Leonardo Da Vinci flying machine, taking off, gliding along near clouds
many feet above the earth. For hang-gliding story, see page eight.
Drinking petition drive falls short
by Terry Lombard
The petition drive to collect signatures to
request an 18-20 drinking age split from
the state legislature was reportedly dealt a
blow at the polls Dec. 5.
Student volunteers from Citizens for a
Sensible Alternative placed at polling
stations across the state found it is illegal
to distract voters in such a manner within a
certain radius of the polls.
Nonetheless, Jay Cromarty, head of the
UMO petition drive, termed Monday's
crusade "really encouraging" as 30
volunteers staffed the drive at strategic
points in the Bangor region, collecting over
3,500 signatures.
Statewide, the petitoners need 37,000
signatures by Marchj to request an "18-20
split" from the legislature.
That would allow 18-year-olds to pur-
chase alcohol in bars and restaurants, but
not at liquor stores. One reason legislators
raised the drinking age last winter was
because they said they were concerned
about 18-year-olds buying beer for minors.
Speaker of the Maine House of Repre-
sentatives John L. Martin (D-Eagle Lake)
says that the legislature will look "favor-
ably" upon legislation calling for an 18-20
split this winter.
Cromarty said if the legislature refuses
to act on the request, it will go to a
statewide referendum in November, 1978.
The petition signatures must be turned
in to the Secretary of State's office within
SO days after the legislature convenes, or
March 1.
Asked if there are any more schemes
planned to procure signatures. Cromarty
said, "We've been at it for a long time now
and have (in the process) milked the area
dry."
Graduate students vote
for merger with Senate
UMO graduate students voted Wednes-
day to merge their Graducte Student Board
(GS13) with the UMO General Student
Senate, a move that will raise graduate
student fees from $S to SIO, yet allow
graduate students to take advantage of
general student services such as movies
Wednesday's vote was 76-30. Nearly 400
graduate students did not vote. UMO
Student Government President Michael K.
McGovern said Thursday that he would put
the merger into action immediately by
admitting graduate students to the same
events at the same price as undergradu-
ates.
McGovern later acknowledged that
because graduate student identificaticn
cards are exactly like those of undergradu-
ates, graduate students have been gaining
admittance to those services already. The
merger will just make it official, he said.
Graduate students had voted down the
merger the past three years. GSB
President Don Morency said graduate
students changed their sentiment this year
because they were finally assured by a
student government president, this time
McGovern, that they would continue to
receive the same level of funding to
sponsor their activities. McGovern said the
"might even receive more,"
UMO 'not paying enough' for bus service
by Martna Nason
Several local town officials this week
criticized UMO for allegedly not paying its
full share toward the Bangor Citibus route
that runs through the Orono campus and
surrounding towns.
Orono and Old Town town managers
complained that the university's current
contribution of 53,500 annually is in-
adequate, but so far they say they've been
unable to get the university to agree to
increase their share. Veazie's town
manager declined to comment.
Currently. Orono and Old Town con-
tribute about 40 percent each, or $19,000,
to the annual deficit incurred by the route,
which is about $45,000. Veazie pays about
20 percent of $6,000. University dollars
make up the rest.
Orono Town Manager Marc Schnur said
the town feels the university should
contribute mote money to the bus line
because university community members
ride the bus most often.
"According to our figures, the university
has the biggest percentage of ridership,"
Schnur said. "They demonstrate the
greatest need for the service, therefore we
feel they should pay more."
Town Manager George Campbell of Old
Town agreed.
"We'd like to see them (the university)
pay a greater share. We've made that
clear."
Campbell agreed with Schnur that the
problem centers on ridership use.
"We contend that since the university
has the biggest percentage of ridership,
they should pay more," he said. "How-
ever, I think the university feels that since
their riders are generating the most
revenue. they shouldn't have to pay as
(continued on page two)
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Lowcown
Friday, Cecernbe- 9
8 am.to p.m Xi Sigma Pi Christmas tree sale
in front of Nutting Hall. Continues through
Dec. 23.
7 arid 9:30 p.m MUAO movie Rhinoceros
101 English-Math.
7:30 p.m. Varsity hockey: Maine vs Connecti-
cut, Alfond Arena.
8 p.m "Night Shift" will be playing in the
Damn Yankee
8 p.m. Wilde-Stein meeting. International
Lounge, Memorial Union
8:15 p.m. Maine Masque Theatre: "Arsenic
and Old Lace," Hauck Auditorium.
8'15 p m Bangor Community Theatre: "Some-
thing Happened," anLi "Zoo Story," Portland
Hall, BCC
Saturday, December 10
All day. Ski Sugarloaf day trip. Contact the
Student Activities office. Memorial Union, for
more information.
7 and 9:30 p.m. MUAB movie: "Silent
Running," 101 English-Math.
8 p.m. "Night Shift" playing in the Damn
Yank.e.
8. i5 p.m. Maine Masque Theatre: "Arsenic
and Old Lace." Hauck Auditorium.
8:15 p.m Bangor Community Theatre: "Some-
thing Happened" and "Zoo Story," Portland
Hall, BCC
Sunday, December 11
3 p.m. Concert by the Oratorio society, UMO
Orchestra and Youth Chorus, Memorial Gym.
7 p.m. Muab Science Fiction Film Festival,
"Dark Star- and "Flash Gordon" serial, 101
English-Math.
7 and 8 p.m_ UMO Planetarium presents "The
Christmas Star," second floor, Wingate Hall
No admission charge
8:15 p.m. Little Flags Theatre Company: "The
Furies of Mother Jones," Hauck Auditorium
AZTEC SUN
Mexican handicrafts
in r:opper, glass, onyx
and
35 Central St. Bangor
Mon.—Sat. 10 a.m.-9 p.m.
111 X—mas
Mexican cookbooks
and hard—to—find
ingredients.
Make it easy on yourself and do your
Christmas shopping locally at M.A.
Clark Florist. We now have a wide
selection of gifts to chose from
including:
Handmade silver jewelry
Stoneware mugs
Baskets
Terrariums
Permanent and fresh flower
arrangements
Ciaptitx, fkrist
46 Main St. , Orono
• Confusion clouds senate issue
(continued from page one)
"I wasn't in student government that
year and didn't know the board had been
set up," she explained. "I ran as
president, submitted nomination papers
saying 'we the undersigned support Linda
Caron for president.' and I didn't see the
election."
Since the student government board
could not be legally recognized under the
constitution either. Such elections require
that students be given two week's notice
before voting is scheduled. Dec. 19 is 10
days away.
"We are going to maintain our offices
and hold elections," Caron says. "The fact
is we'll be leaving in a week and we want
the Sentate seated in the spring when we
get back. We don't want any more dilly-
dallying."
According to Sandy Bovard, SUAB
president and a member of the Student
Speech grads
earn honors
Graduates of UMU's program in speech
pathology have earned the university the
rank of 13 out of 174 universities on the
basis of their performance on the National
Examination in Speech Pathology.
The rankings were prepared by the
American Speech and Hearing Associa-
tion, based on test performances of UMO
master's level graduates who voluntarily
took the examination between January
1971 and December 1975 as part of the
national clinical certification process
directed by the association.
Sixty percent of the program's graduates
in the five-year period are presen ly
engaged in speech pathology in Mane
schools, centers and hospitals, according to
Dr. Dwayne Van Rheenen, chairman of the
department of speech communication.
Government Board, Kathy Lawrence has and her own unfamiliarity with BCC's
organized the petition drive because of student government history explains the
problems she's had. She said BCC needs toCaron's alleged mismanagement this fall.
Bovard cited Caron's failure to set up return to a more conventional government.
meetings and account for money spent on "1 went along with it (the student
government board) at first because I didn'tprovidiug information about committee
meetings as reasons for her impeachment. know any better," Caron said. "But the
Bovard disclaims Caron's notion that she students had no idea we were going to a
was elected last spring as student board government. There was no referen-
dum vote and you can't change thegovernment president.
"We'd hoped the board system would government like that."
work," Bovard said, "but it hasn't. All Rideout and Joyce Henkler, dean of
positions need to be refilled by an election student affairs at BCC, both admitted they
and if (Caron) wants to run again, fine. If were unsure of how the difficulties would
there is a need for change, then the change be 
resolved.frankly don't know what interpre-should start from the top."
tation of the recall petition will be or byCaron feels however, that BCC's annual
student turnover, the resulting delays whom," Rideout said. "Is it our respon-
involved in electing presidents to BCC's sibility to step in and tell them how to run
interdormitory and student activities their government? It would be infinitly
boards, the general disorganization of better if they could resolve this them-
RCC's student government in recent years selves."
•Bus contribution criticized
(continued from page one)
much. It depends on how one looks at the
problem."
Councilman Patricia Clark of Orono said
she feels the university should be paying
"about twice" its current contribution.
"I realize the university has a tight
budget and cannot spend as much as the
towns,— Clark said, "but I'm a strong
advocate of keeping that bus running, and
every year the cost goes up. I'd like to see
the university get current. They're way
behind."
Clark said a letter was sent by Orono's
twon manager to the university last spring
before its dollar allocations were made, "We told the towns what we thought we
asking for more money, but were refused. could afford," Blake said. "Also, we
The year before that, she said, the town cannot support a transportation system for
of Orono contacted UMO's Student Gov- just a few employees and not others."
ernment and asked them for an appropria- Clark did not agree with this reasoning.
tion for the bus line, but were again turned —The university already subsidizes
down because the student group said it employees just by maintaining parking
could not contribute to a group in which lots, for example," she said. "They're
they have no representation. giving some type of subsidy to every
UMO's Physical Plant Director Alan employee who works for them."
It takes a lot of confidence to come
fresh out of school and begin telling us
how to do things
On the other hand, It takes an un-
usual company to provide the kind of
environment where that can happen but
that is exactly the environment you il find
at Scott Paper
We constantly search for people
who have the ability to respond to chal-
lenge and think for themselves those
with the initiative and desire to seek al-
ternatives, the skill and courage to con-
vince others that there are better ways
and who aren't afraid to express their
ideas
At Scott we admire an aggressive
stance because we are an aggressive
company You can make your own op-
portunities with us and we'll prove it
Contact your
placement office
for information.
an equal opportunity employer, mit
Lewis said the university doesn't feel it
should contribute more money to the line
because "we feel uncomfortable subsidiz-
ing this type of transportation without
subsidizing all transportation, such as
individual's cars."
"We have to be fair to all employees and
commuters," Lewis said. "We're contri-
buting our share just by ridership. We
don't feel we should do anything more."
John M. Blake, vice president for
finance and administration, echoed Lewis'
sentiments.
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Student interest group
suffering from apathy
by Terry Lombard
What can PIRG do for you or, more
specifically, what has PIRG done for you
recently? Not much considering PIRG
(Public Interest Research (iroup) has been
virtually dormant since last May.
PIRG organizations are independent,
student-funded and student-run, legal
entities backed by student. at some 145
colleges and universities in both the U.S.
and Canada.
Sophomore Janet Benvie, director of
UMO's PIRG since October, feels one
reason for its inability to get off the ground
is its lack of student involvement. "Curing
student apathy is the first step in making
PIRG a viable institution," she said.
Benvie cited bad publicity the reason that
only eight volunteers were recruited at
their first meeting in October.
That is only step one, as she is also
confronted with the monumental task of
funding such a consumer-oriented pro-
gram. In the beginning PIRG was financed
by a voluntary 52 fee attached to UMO's
semester tuition bill.
This funding mechanism, which has
disappeared, started with an expressed
majority student preference, which was
submitted for approval to the trustees.
After the funding method was established,
students could either decline to pay or
request an easy refund.
Assessment of student fees at UMO is
usually by decree. The trustees or
governing board will impose a fee on all
students for team athletics, building funds.
entertainment, publications or various
student organizations in the cultural and
political area.
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Students generally do not vote on these
fees; all students must pay.
Benvie has three local projects planned
for next semester including the compara-
tive pricing of grocery stores and food
co-ops, the advent of a co-op garage, and
assembling a student tenant rights hand-
book.
"In important ways," writes Ralph
Nader in the Washington Post, "PIRG-
type developments represent student
liberation from second class citizenship
status, protracted adolscence and dull
instruction which are nurtured by the
educational governments and their
bureaucrats."
PIRG organizers and other staff try to
change this boredom into motivation by
involving them directly with community
issues like consumer abuses, housing
problems, the environment, and govern-
ment waste to name a few areas.
Other future plans for the PIRG
community include films and seminars on
consumer education, a student/faculty
conference and a conference on Maine's
environmental concerns.
Even though the staff positions are
salaried, student involvement remains at a
low. To remedy the situation, PIRG staffer
Robert Paisley seeks to employ, "...people
interested in certain areas because with a
specificity of jobs, each student could
commit himself to one job."
Starting from scratch this semester has
been difficult for Benvie. Her proposed
plans, "...sound fuzzy right now but I'm
enthusiastic," she said.
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Grounds and services superintendent Roscoe Clifford said there are no plans to
clear the steam plant and fieldhouse parking lots.
Lots to stay snowbound
The steam plant and fieldhouse
commuter parking lots are a mess after a
two-day snowstorm earlier this week and
there are no immediate plans to clear
them, Roscoe Clifford, superintendent of
grounds and services said
Neither parking lot has been cleared
since the snowstorm ended and both are
slippery and have deep ruts from cars
going through the unplowed snow.
One entrance to the steamplant
parking lot is blocked by a large snowbank.
One faculty member said that she was
afraid her car would get stuck if she tried to
park by the fieldhouse.
Clifford said the parking lots are not
plowed because people leave their cars
overnight and it is too difficult to plow
around them.
"Even a few cars mess up the plowing
quite a bit," he said.
When snow has to be removed from the
commuter parking lots, the police are
asked to track down owners of cars and
have them moved.
Classifieds
Apartment furnished 98 N. Main St. Brewer
Heated, 3 large rooms and bath, $195 monthly.
Security deposit, no pets 989-7762 or 909-7513
WANTED ASSISTANT TREASURER MUAB.
Salaried Position. Applications available in
MUAB office and must be returned by Dec. 12,
1977.
WANTED: SPORTS information assistant
PICS. Seeks work-study student interested in
athletics to assist with game stories and
statistics, hometowners, press accornodat ions
and crowd game reports during spring
semester, Contact - Bob Creteaus, PICS,
581-7376.
Sugarloaf Super Lodging, ski week, $10. Per
person with breakfast, 8-10 skiers (207)
885-4458 or 685-3587.Avarzram100,0 
DISCOUNT lantastle-1:IA 
a TO ALL um• imv ig BCC portil, c40
lq STUDENT S 
. er"If WITH STUDENT IDg On every item in the store except 
:..11 •Aft.1.those on consignment
g Open evenings till Christmas at our new location:28 CENTRAL ST.,BANGOR
yte ree g i f t vy;:=.?...t.ratvavsitvammeracze.gt ....zzA
•
4-
I ° FREE
GIFT WRAPPING
I OPEN EVERY NIGHT'TIL CHRISTMAS 
4101f.
v
,
AT STANDARD SHOES
11
— For the Gals -
Famous leather
"Dorm Boot"
The slipper that's
a great gift
DORM BOOT
In Blue, Tan, Green,
and Brown Suede
In Bone smooth leather $11"and Tapestry Fabric
All Leather "Dorm Boots" slippers, fully pile lined, make a
welcome gift for every Gal on your list. In a good
---- variety of colors. Gift a Pair, soon.
STANDARD SHOES
DOWNTOWN BANGOR • AIRPORT MALI. • BROADWAY
PRESQUE ISLE • WATERVILLE
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Knee-jerk
politics
We agree with UMO Student Government
President Michael McGovern that the defeat of
the University bond issue in Monday's
referendum was disappointing, especially since
another 2,000 votes by UMO students could have
changed that verdict. Only about 300 UMO
students voted in the referendum, which saw the
university lose by some 2,000 votes.
We do not agree, however, with McGovern's
actions during Tuesday's General Student
Senate meeting.
After overhearing several members of the
senate complaining about the bond defeat,
McGovern lashed out at them for not doing
anything to help the effort, namely voting. They
were showing concern too late and only verbally,
he told them harshly.
It seems to ts tht McGovern may have been
guilty of the same thing. While he exercised his
responsibility as a student to vote, he did not
exercise his responsibility as a leader by making
certain others voted.
He has complained that university leaders did
little to promote passage of the funding
appropriation. But we ask simply, "What did he
do?"
We think McGovern took his role as
community leader too lightly or perhaps not at
all. We saw little value in his lambasting student
senators for not voting. What good did it do to
spew forth such fire and brimstone after the fact?
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Being the veteran political observer that he is,
we wondei why McGovr3rn did not give his
heated pep talk before Thanksg,ving vacation
about the necessity of students picking up
absentee ballots while in their home towns.
Surely a simple reminder from McGovern at that
time could have resulted in additional votes for
the UM bond issue, perhaps even among the
seven university campuses to bring victory.
We would've liked to see more campaigning
by him and his senators. Handbills and pouters
would have helped a greater student awareness.
Like McGovern, we abhor student and voter
apathy, especially when it involves the funding
of something near to our education—the
completion of classroom buildings. But even
more, we detest knee-jerk politicians who
criticize persons for not practicing democracy
when those politicians themselves did little to
inspire the fulfillment of that citizen
responsibility.
We hope Mike McGovern remembers this
lesson and passes it on to his student
government successors. It will come in handy.
Voter apathy isn't a real frequent occurence. It
only happens every election.
A fair share
Pleading poverty—a popular and perhaps
defensible cry of UMaine administrators these
days —UMO officials have informed members of
the Citibus sytem that UMO is paying as much as
it can afford for the bus services.
Town managers from the area don't agree and
are demanding that the university chip in much
more, since commuters on to the Orono campus
are reportedly the heaviest users of the bus line.
We sympathize with the university's defense,
but would like to see it re-examine its financial
contribution toward the Citibus in view of this
Dun Roamin
The elusive Mr. Longley
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reported heavy use.
We understand the rationale offered by area
town managers that UMO should pay more, but
we can't help but feel the issue could be settled,
and controlled better in the future if a Citibus
central body were established to take a greater
hand in setting travel rates and user shares. Less
diviseness would occur between normally
friendly neighbors and the university if a "pay
up or get out" policy were established.
The Citibus controversy involves a lack of
coMmunication as much as it does a lack of
money from the university.
We think it's time that UMO officials sat down
and talked with town managers from Orono, Old
Town and Veazie to see just what a "fair share"
is. If complaints about Citibus funding have
existed a month, they've existed a decade. It's
time for the concerned parties to take a hard look
at this effective cooperative system before it
disintegrates into a bitter cloud of
uncooperation.
Pablo
As James B. Longley nears the end of his
term as governor he remains an enigma.
He has been called many names, but none
of them do him justice. As a personality, he
cannot be pinned by single phrases.
He is a millionaire, but a hard-working
one. As an independent, he answers to no
political parties and, in fact, claims to be
only a businessman, not a politician.
Like a recent politician who ran a
business-like operation until it became too
vpst for him to handle, Longley has also
shut himself off from citizens. He installed
a security system in his State House office
that effectively keeps out everyone he
doesn't want to see.
Still he says he welcomes viewpoints
from Maine citizens, educators and
legislators on the most important matter of
putting an alternative to the uniform
property tax into action.
He did take a stand for the repeal of the
tax just before the election, when polls
showed half of the voters were undecided.
but said he didn't want to influence
anyone's vote.
He says Maine is very important to him„
but has not taken any position on the
controversial Dickey-Lincoln project.
He will not even committ himself on the
question of his candidacy for future public
office. Is he undecided about trying for
re-election as governor, or is he planning a
surprise dark-horse bid in the Hathaway.
Cohen race for the Senate?
He says every Maine youth should have
the opportunity to receive higher education
regardless of his resources. Yet he
confounds University of Maine admini-
strators by slashing budgets. creating a
rise in tuition costs.
It is his responsibility to work with the
legislature, yet he frustrates their attempts
to pass legislation with a record
-breaking
49 vetoes.
What does it all mean? Simple, Sam. If
you want to keep up with Jim Longley, you
have to be Jim Longley. Longley knows
what is going on. He also knows what he
wants and how to get it. What about
Maine, though? Is he acting in the best
interests of the state?
Right now, there is simply and honestly
no way of knowing. And the evasiveness of
Longley counters any attempts to find out
his motives. Longley not only wants people
to trust him, he expects it. He admits he
has made mistakes, but he says he can
keep matters in focus.
Longley said Wednesday, "the trust and
confidence the people in Maine have in
their government in the future will depend
on how well we do our job."
This is a fine statement for people who
want to sit around and wait for Longley to
act, and then judge him by the outcome.
But I need to know what he's planning
now.
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reader's opinion
The Campus encourages letters from
readers. To be published, letters must be
signed and include an address, but names will
be withheld upon request. Brief letters are
advised, and all are subject to editing for
grammar, good taste and available space.
Waiting for the facts
To the Editor:
This is an attempt to clarify
the Somerset Christmas tree
issue.
We made every effort to help
students with their roof Christmas
tree. We told the students, in
advance, what the proper
dimensions of the tree should be
in accordance with the proper
guidelines and regulations.
Supplies were provided to secure
the tree on the penthouse. The
problem arose when the students
erected a large tree and secured it
to precarious attachments on the
roof.
In an effort to have the
situation clarified, the complex
coordinator, business manager,
and resident director involved
called a meeting Tuesday after—
noon and met with the student
and Mr. Garfish, superintendent
of buildings and trade. They
went over the possible dangers
that could arise and discussed the
responsibility that the depart—
ment has to insure both the safety
of students and the physical
structure of their buildings.
In trying to reach a compro—
mise the physical plant will
scale the tree down to regulation
size and secure it to the proper
eyelets. This will be done with
the students involved present so
that liability will be removed from
the students.
It is also important to have
the students understand that
there should be "no sides" taken
in this matter. The complex
coordinator and the business
manager work together and in no
way should be assumed that one
is at odds with the other. the
business manager is directly
responsibile for the buildings and
the complex coordinator relies on
his expertise in this area in
making decisions.
Hopefully, in the future, the
Maine Campus will wait until
there are facts to be told and not
assumptions made. Dan Warren
was politely asked to wait until
the business manager came back
to work before writing any
To the Editor:
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conclusive statements. However,
this request was ignored, and as a
result, the matter was blown out
of proportion.
Hopefully in the future, your
writers will think first about
people and secondly about a
story.
Yours truly,
Carm Procaccini
Cinder Thompson
Editor's Note: Reporter
Warren interviewed Hilltop
Complex Business Manager
Michael Butler and received no
reasons from Procaccini for not
running the story. Somerset Hall
residents called the Campus'
attention to the tree and
requested a story. Procaccini
apparently is not aware of this.
Sensational (istic) coverage
To the Editor:
My letter concerns the sensa-
tionalistic coverage the Maine
Campus, among other local
media, gave to Distinguished
Lecture Series guest speaker
Wilfred Burchett. In your intro-
ductory paragraph you note,
"Burchett came as this week's
speaker in the Student Govern-
ment's Distinguished Lecture
Series and got little publicity or
fanfare." (MC, 12/2/77)
Unfortunately, the "fanfare"
you are referring to misses the
entire point of Burchett's visit to
Orono. He was not invited here
because of his involvement in an
Australian slander suit in 1974,
but rather on his merits of being a
world renowned journalist, author
and scholar who could give
valuable insights into the prob-
lems facing South Africa, Rhod-
esia and other third world
countries today.
Having followed Burchett
throughout the day, I am greatly
Keep your eye on the ball
The organization and presenta-
tion of the UMO basketball game
and hockey game over this past
weekend were totally ridiculous.
Most people who attended will
agree. First, let's take the
Priorities
fo the Editor:
The fact that the most recent
issue of the Maine Campus did
not have even the slightest
mention of the swim team's
commendable finish last weekend
in the Penn Relays shows a true
misplacement of priorities. It is
beyond me why your sports
department gave such large space
to Maine's hockey loss to Holy
Cross and none to the swim team
which finished sixth against some
of the higher caliber teams in the
East.
I still can't believe you gave
play-by-play coverage to the
hockey teams for its 8-3 loss and
none to the swim team. I believe
you owe the public a good
explaination for not covering the
event. Surely you don't think
their sixth place finish in this big
event was undeserving of space in
your normally fine paper.
In addition to the lack of
coverage given to the swim team.
I think it might have been better
if your copy editor had done a
better job checking that hockey
story. it was poorly written, many
writing professors would agree.
Cliches such as "nifty" when
describing a player's moves tell
the reader very little. In general.
I think a secend, harder look at
the story would lead your copy
editors to realize that it was not
concisely written.
I enjoy coverage of the UMO
hockey games and understand
your writer works hard to cover
them, but I think in the future you
would do well to examine each
sportswriter's copy more closely
and give equal coverage to
deserving events such as the
swim team's performances.
Michael F. Burns
212 Knox Hall
basketball game. Now, anyone
knows, a fan of the game or not,
that you need referees to offi-
ciate.
These so called officials did not
officially show up for the game
until about over a half hour had
elapsed after the game was
supposed to begin. Not only was
this unaccommodating to the
people who attended but felt it
took some electricity out of the
crowd.
Next, let's take the hockey
game. Now. as I understand it,
the UMO season sports pass may
be used for hockey as well as
other sports. However, last Sat-
urday night this was ut the case
for some of us. We realize that
the arena was filled to capacity.
With fire codes and other laws
pertaining to public gatherings,
we understand why we were shut
out from the action. However, if
we paid cash to get in we
definitely would have got in.
What is so agitating about it is
the fact that we paid thirty dollars
for our season passes.
In conclusion I'd like to make a
few comments. First, I hope that
whomever was responsible for all
these occurences gets his fair
shake. Second, somebody shoold
tell those refs to get the whistle
out of their mouths and to get
their eyes on the ball. Third.
somebody goofed on the Alfond
Arena design, it's too damned
small. Fourth, a season sports
pass isn't worth thirty bucks.
Name withheld
Affronting all basic human sensibilities?
To the Editor:
I feel I must protest your
paper's extraordinary lack of
good taste and common discretion
in running an advertisement for
the National Socialist Party's
publication. White Power. As
many people are undoubtedly
aware, "National Socialist" is the
official title of the American Nazi
Party. This ad for their paper in
the classified section of the Dec. 6
Maine Campus constitutes an
inexcusable affront to all basic
human sensibilities.
I find it almost unthinkable that
the Campus should degrade itself
and insult its readers by sanc-
tioning in any form, an organiza-
tion whose sole philosophy is one
of hatred, bigotry and intol-
erance.
The atrocities committed by the
Nazis in World War II will stand
forever as one of the darkest
stains on the pages of human
experience, yet the American
Nazi party follows in all major
respects the sinister, racist doc-
trines of its European parent. An
organization that could support
the slaughter of six million
innocent civilians, deserves no
support from us.
I realize that a newspaper like
yours is a business enterprise
depending on ad sales for its
survival, but at the same time, it
also has an obligation to society
which cannot be ignored.
The ad in question could not
have cost more than a few dollars:
certainly the financial fate of the
Maine Campus did not hang in
the balance. Even if it did, you
would be seriously compromising
the principles of responsible
journalism by running such an ad.
A free state demands a free
press, it's true—but the twin
brother of freedom is responsi-
bility. Groups like the American
Nazi Party are a dangerous cancer
on our way of life. By helping to
spread their ideas, you may
have helped to spread the cancer
as well. And sales figures not-
withstanding, that's not some-
thing I'd want on my conscience.
Sincerely.
Jeff Pert
325 Aroostook
Most of all, muscle
To the Editor:
We would like to take this
opportunity to just say thanks to
the guys of Somerset 2-East for
carrying on the Christmas tree
tradition.
We realize that it takes many
hours of planning, much deter-
mination, and most of all. muscle.
The rising of the tree signifies the
arrival of Christmas in Somerset.
We appreciate your thought-
fulness in bringing the Christmas
spirit to Somerset Hall. We hope
that this tradition continues
throughout our years at UMO.
Thanks.
Somerset 2-West
dismayed at the narrow coverage
given to the wealth of information
Mr. Burchett offered concerning
the African crisis, and the focus of
the questions the press put forth.
Indeed, your own article notes he
"writes for the New York radical
weekly, the Guardian, and has
reported extensively from Korea,
• China, Vietnam, Cambodia.
Africa and Europe," and yet
while questioning Burchett at the
press conference, your newsper-
son failed to ask even one
question pertaining to this journ-
alistic past.
I feel this is a serious mistreat-
ment of a journalist-scholar
whose visit to UMO could have
been a source of insightful
information and an analysis of the
independence movements in
Africa from a perspective not
offered by many U.S. journalists
and media.
It seems to me, the epitomy of
your sensationalistic reporting is
that you failed to even attempt to
analyze why Ruppert Murdock,
the New York Post, and the John
Birch Society go to such steps to
attack Burchett and the critical
perspective he represents.
To conclude, I look forward to
an article giving Wilfred Burchett
the coverage he deserves in an
ensuing Maine Campus.
Sincerely,
Sandra Wright
DLS Committee member
Apathetic?
To the Editor;
Are we apathetic? Hell, no.
Didn't we scream over the
injustice of stepped-on worms?
Didn't we yell that "Woody the
Dancing Tree" had a perfect right
to do so? Didn't we cause a
commotion over the "Gay Blue
Jeans Day?" You bet we did.
Apathetic? Never.
So why on earth did Mike
McGovern hassle the student
senate meeting about the lack of
voters on Mon., Dec. 5? He said
only 100 students, out of a total of
500 people voted in Orono.
Would someone please tell
Mike that it really wasn't because
we didn't care. We had very good
reasons for not voting.
We had classes to attend,
and papers to write.
Besides, the walk was long,
and it was cold.
We were afraid that there would
be a line,
and we didn't want to take the
time to call.
We weren't really sure of the
issues.
but who wanted to find out
anyway?
We knew the things we wanted
would pass anyway.
after all, all the others would
vote.
Apathetic? Not us.. .we just
had better things to do on
Monday.. .like sleep.
Liz Hale
231 Dunn
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UM system to share marine studies center
by Kate Ramsay
"Within the next two to three months
the Center for Marine Studies will begin
operation at UMO," says Ron Dearborn,
assistant director of the Seagrant program
at Orono.
Dearborn says the center will be a
coordinating effort between all campuses
of the UMaine system.
"Originally the center was to be just a
coordinating center for marine studies at
UMO, but the chancellor felt that it would
be more effective as a program for all the
marine studies going on throughout the
Maine system," Dearborn says.
All that is holding up the imple-
mentation of the program is the naming of a
director for the center. He says the
screening of applications for the position
has tentatively found a man to fill the spot
and now they must wait for the trustees
to approve the appointment at their
meeting in January.
The offices of the center will be
located in Coburn Hall on the UMO
campus, Dearborn says, and he expects the
people at Orono will provide the coor-
dinating measure more than anything else.
Seagrant, the Ira C. Darling Center,
the UMO facility located at Walpole for
marine research and the graduate depart-
ment of oceanography will all have some
connection with the center. Seagrant and
the Ira C. Darling Center will become a
part of the Center for Marine Studies while
the department of oceanography will still
remain part of the College of Arts and
Sciences but most of the research done by
the faculty of that department will be
sposnored by the marine center.
Dearborn says the center will operate
on an initial budget of fifty thousand dollars
that was provided by the UMO campus and
Voter turnout criticized
UMO Student Government President
Michael McGovern expressed disap-
pointment Tuesday night over defeat of the
university bond question in Monday's
referendum and lashed out at student
senators who didn't vote.
The final vote showed 105,280
supported the issue that would have
provided $5,965,000 for construction at the
various UM campuses with 106,469 voters
opposed.
McGovern said victory of the question
would have been attained if only more
people had voted. He added that only
one-third of UMO's approximately 7,500
Maine students had voted for the money,
the measure would have passed easily.
About 1.500 people voted in the town
of Orono and only 300-400 were UMO
students, voter reports said.
The only other action at Tuesday's
meeting was the allocation of funds to
three UMO organizations.
The GSS gave $1,012.41 to the Uni-
versity of Maine Amateur Radio Club for
the purpose mof purchasing new equip-
ment; $202.32 was given to the Animal
Medical Tecnnology Club; and $100.00 to
the Physical Education Majors Club.
The final 6SS meeting of the semester
will be held at 6:30 p.m.. Tuesday,
December 13.
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which will be used "mostly to run the office
here—pay the director's salary and any
secretarial assistance needed." He adds
that the chancellor's office will petition the
legislature in hopes of receiving a line
budget for the center.
By providing a marine center for the
entire system, Dearborn feels that the
impact when trying to raise money and
applying for outside grants for research
will be much greater than it would if the
center only sponsored one campus of the
system.
"It will cause a little bit more red tape
but it will enable us to know the
capabilities of all the campuses. I think we
will have greater impact this way when we
are trying to attract money," he say..
The main role of the center will serve
as a clearing house for all proposals for
marine studies. All campuses must make
their proposals to the center where one of
three things could happen. If the proposal
is approved and if the research will be
relevant to the Gulf of Maine, which is
given top priority for money grants, -then
the center will help the organization get the
funding they need to carry on the research.
If the proposal has not been full developed
then it could be rejected until it was either
fully d,..,eloped or changed to a research
proposal that was more acceptable. But,
Dearborn says, if the proposal was not
Maine oriented, relevant to the Gulf of
Maine, then the center would not help with
the funding but would encourage the
sponsors of the proposal to look elsewhere
for the funding needed.
"Because the center will be located in
Orono, the effect on this campus will
probably be greater," Dearborn says. He
feels that because Orono is the largest
campus, and because there are more
faculty members here who have shown
considerable interest in developing mar,n,
studies that the ability to change programs
in the marine area is greater.
"The center will have an effect on the
other campuses, but to a lesser extent," he
said. He believes that for individual
researchers at the various campuses
besides Orono the center will provide a
good program.
As for interaction with other outside
institutions, Dearborn is hopeful that
within a reasonable length of time, more
ties will be developed with outside
programs. "We already have had contact
with other schools such as the Maine
Maritime Academy and some of the
vocational technical institutes which offer
marine study programs. I am sure that
when the ceater does get underway that
more interaction will occur," he says.
Besides having more contact with
outside instutions, Dearborn thinks that
the center could have a lot more contact
with different colleges and schools within
the Maine system.
"If, for example, the Portland Law
School was interested in set.uring someom
who had an interest and background in
marine law, we might be able to help them
sec.ire the extra money needed to hire the
person," he says. "I am sure that the
center will serve as a large coordinating
center for marine studies of all types. It
will serve to make this a larger, more
cooperating system."
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Additional arena seats considered
by Bob ("ranger
Hockey is only in its third week as a
varsity sport at UMO, yet it has attracted
such large crowds that the athletic
department is already discussing the
possibilities of creating additional seating
in one-year-old Alfond Arena.
"We are working on plans to figure
out how to get the most seating out of the
arena," UMO Athletic Director Harold
Westerman said this week.- "We hope to
be able to put in some balconies to better
accomodate those fans interested in
coming."
Westerman said the addition of 900
corner seats in the arena would cost the
university an added $150-$200 thousand,
but he noted that this is a long range
project and is still only in the "talking
stages."
"We haven't made any commitments,
but we're thinking seriously about it," he
said. "Right now we don't have the money
to do it."
Presently there are approximately 3300
seats available for hockey games, with 860
of them reserved for season and advanced
ticket holders, and the rest on a first-come,
first-serve basis.
Three of the four hockey games so far
have been sellouts and some students
claim that they were unable to get in to at
least one of the games.
Westerman denied this, however,
saying that everyone who has come to the
games so far has been able to get in,
providing they were patient enough to visit
for seating to be made available.
"All those who came got in even-
tually," he said. "But there may be some
time when they can't."
Westerman said the present seating
difficulties were anticipated when the
arena was first being planned but there
was nothing that could be done at the time
because of financial limitations.
Several of those students who claim
they were denied access to the game argue
that it is unfair for the athletic department
to sell reserve tickets to non-students when
students with All-Sports passes are not
able to get in or are being made to wait in
line.
However, Westerman said some seats
should be made available to the community
even though some students might be
turned away because of sell-outs.
"It's a community building. The
community helped plan the project," he
said. "There's no reason why studentg
can't understand why reserve tickets are
sold."
Westerman said ticket sales help covet
the building's operating costs.
"We're one of the only schools in New
England who doesn't have an athletic fee
to help cover the costs of operating things
like this,- he said. "Right now we're just
hanging in there."
MPBN sports coverage varied
Sports tans hesitant to brave the cold
winter winds that seperate them from the
gym or the Alfond Arena have the more
comfortable option of viewing some
University of Maine sports on television.
The Maine Public Broadcasting
Network (MPBN), located at Alumni Hall,
Bond defeat stymies plans
University of Maine administrators,
faced with Monday's statewide defeat of
the educational bond issue that would have
given the university system $5,965,000 for
four separate projects, say they have no
concrete plans so far for alternative
funding of those projects.
"We're going to regroup and move
forward," said UMO President Howard R.
Neville. He indicated the administration
would still employ normal private fund-
raising methods.
Chancellor Patrick E. McCarthy. who
expressed disappointment at the close
106,469 to 105280 no-vote, said he did not
draw any implications from the defeat.
"It's too early to tell what will be done
next," he said.
The bond defeat means UMO will
receive no funds for construction of a
chemical engineer research building or
completion of the forrth floor of the
English-Math building.
Stanley N. Marshall Jr., executive
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director of UMaine Pulp and Paper
Foundation, the organization that original-
ly promised to match the $1.5 million in
state funds for completion of the chemical
engineering research building if the bond
issue passed, said he hoped the foundation
would still provide matching funds if the
university could gather the money from
other sources.
"The officers (of the foundation) haven't
discussed it yet. but I sure would expect
we'd give the matching funds again.
Historically, the foundation has helped to
equip buildings that the university has
constructed," Marshall said.
The bond defeat also means the
University of Maine at Portland-Gorham
will receive no funds for completion of and
equipment for a science building, and the
University of Maine at Farmington will not
get the more than $3 million it requested
for construction of a special education
building.
has covered a hockey, football, and a
women's basketball game this fall, and Ed
Fowler, production manager, says
coverage of more events is planned.
MPBN will tape the women's gym-
nastic meet between Plymouth State and
UMO at noon Saturday. It will be
broadcast at 8:30 that evening.
"We made a decision that we would
do a variety of sports events along with our
local production," Fowler says. "It's part
of our local committment."
Proper camera positions have been the
only problems encountered by three
work-study students who comprise the
camera crew. A $400 platform was built for
the Alfond Arena to compensate for the
lack of adequate space.
"The first year is the initial expense,"
Fowler says.
Although Fowler has no rating system
to consult. He says the random remarks he
has heard indicate "the concept is being
accepted very well."
MPBN will cover two more hockey
games. They are: New Brunswick vs.
UMO, Dec. 17, and Bridgewater State vs.
UMO, Feb. 18.
On Jan. 28 MPBN will cover the
University of Vermont vs. UMO men's
basketball game.
The two women's basketball games
are: University of Maine Farmington vs.
UMO, Jan 27, and the University of Maine
Presque Isle vs. UMO Feb. 23.
Any games not broadcast live will be
aired the following Saturday.
Bernie Roseetti. television pro-
gramming director, is not completely
satisfied with the schedule of events.
"There isn't a balance between major and
minor sports.. or men's and women's," he
says.
Roscetti attributes the necessary
compromises to the imbalance of home to
away games.
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UM system to share marine studies center
by Kate Ramsay
"Within the next two to three months
the Center for Marine Studies will begin
operation at UMO," says Ron Dearborn,
assistant director of the Seagrant program
at Orono.
Dearborn says the center will be a
coordinating effort between all campuses
of the UMaine system.
"Originally the center was to be just a
coordinating center for marine studies at
UMO, but the chancellor felt that it would
be more effective as a program for all the
marine studies going on throughout the
Maine system," Dearborn says.
All that is holding up the imple-
mentation of the program is the naming of a
director for the center. He says the
screening of applications for the position
has tentatively found a man to fill the spot
and now they must wait for the trustees
to approve the appointment at their
meeting in January.
The offices of the center will be
located in Coburn Hall on the UMO
campus, Dearborn says, and he expects the
people at Orono will provide the coor-
dinating measure more than anything else.
Seagrant, the Ira C. Darling Center,
the UMO facility located at Walpole for
marine research and the graduate depart-
ment of oceanography will all have some
connection with the center. Seagrant and
the Ira C. Darling Center will become a
part of the Center for Marine Studies while
the department of oceanography will still
remain part of the College of Arts and
Sciences but most of the research done by
the faculty of that department will be
sposnored by the marine center.
Dearborn says the center will operate
on an initial budget of fifty thousand dollars
that was provided by the UMO campus and
Voter turnout criticized
UMO Student Government President
Michael McGovern expressed disap-
pointment Tuesday night over defeat of the
university bond question in Monday's
referendum and lashed out at student
senators who didn't vote.
The final vote showed 105.280
supported the issue that would have
provided $5,965,000 for construction at the
various UM campuses with 106.469 voters
opposed.
McGovern said victory of the question
would have been attained if only more
people had voted. He added that only
one-third of UMO's approximately 7,500
Maine students had voted for the money,
11•1111111
the measure would have passed easily.
About 1.500 people voted in the town
of Orono and only 300-400 were UMO
students, voter reports said.
The only other action at Tuesday's
meeting was the allocation of funds to
three UMO organizations.
The 6SS gave $1,012.41 to the Uni-
versity of Maine Amateur Radio Club for
the purpose mof purchasing new equip-
ment; $202.32 was given to the Animal
Medical Technology Club; and $100.00 to
the Physical Education Majors Club.
The final GSS meeting of the semester
will be held at 6:30 p.m., Tuesday.
December 13.
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which will be used "mostly to run the office
here—pay the director's salary and any
secretarial assistance needed." He adds
that the chancellor's office will petition the
legislature in hopes of receiving a line
budget for the center.
By providing a marine center for the
entire system, Dearborn feels that the
impact when trying to raise money and
applying for outside grants for research
will be much greater than it would if the
center only sponsored one campus of the
system.
"It will cause a little bit more red tape
but it will enable us to know the
capabilities of all the campuses. I think we
will have greater impact this way when we
are trying to attract money," he says.
The main role of the center will serve
as a clearing house for all proposals for
marine studies. All campuses must make
their proposals to the center where one of
three things could happen. If the proposal
is approved and if the research will be
relevant to the Gulf of Maine, which is
given top priority for money grants, 'then
the center will help the organization get the
funding they need to carry on the research.
If the proposal has not been full developed
then it could be rejected until it was either
fully developed or changed to a research
proposal that was more acceptable. But.
Dearborn says, if the proposal was not
Maine oriented, relevant to the Gulf of
Maine. then the center would not help with
the funding but would encourage the
sponsors of the proposal to look elsewhere
for the funding needed.
"Because the center will be located in
Orono, the effect on this campus will
probably be greater," Dearborn says. He
feels that because Orono is the largest
campus, and because there are more
faculty members here who have showii
considerable interest in developing marine
studies that the ability to change programs
in the marine area is greater.
"The center will have an effect on tht.
other campuses, but to a lesser extent," he
said. He believes that for individual
researchers at the various campuses
besides Orono the center will provide a
good program.
As for interaction with other outside
institutions, Dearborn is hopeful that
within a reasonable length of time, more
ties will be developed with outside
programs. "We already have had contact
with other schools such as the Maine
Maritime Academy and some of the
vocational technical institutes which offer
marine study programs. I am sure that
when the center does get underway that
more interaction will occur," he says.
Besides having more contact with
outside instutions. Dearborn thinks that
the center could have a lot more contact
with different colleges and schools within
the Maine system.
"If. for example, the Portland Lav,
School was interested in securing somooil1
who had an interest and background in
marine law, we might be able to help them
secare the extra money needed to hire the
person," he says. "I am sure that the
center will serve as a large coordinating
center for marine studies of all types. It
will serve to make this a larger, more
cooperating system."
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Additional arena seats considered
by Bob Granger
Hockey is only in its third week as -1
varsity sport at UMO, yet it has attracted
such large crowds that the athletic
department is already discussing the
possibilities of creating additional seating
in one-year-old Alfond Arena.
"We are working on plans to figure
out how to get the most seating out of the
arena," UMO Athletic Director Harold
Westerman said this week. "We hope to
be able to put in some balconies to better
accomodate those fans interested in
coming."
Westerman said the addition of 900
corner seats in the arena would cost the
university an added $1504200 thousand,
but he noted that this is a long range
project and is still only in the "talking
stages."
"We haven't made any commitments,
but we're thinking seriously about it," he
said. "Right now we don't have the money
to do it."
Presently there are approximately 3300
seats available for hockey games, with 860
of them reserveo for season and advanced
ticket holders, and the rest on a first-come.
first-serve basis.
Thrue of t.jie four hockey games so far
have been sellouts and some students
claim that they were unable to get in to at
least one of the games.
Westerman denied this, however,
saying that everyone who has come to the
games so far has been able to get in,
providing they were patient enough to visit
for seating to be made available.
"Ail those who came got in even-
tually," he said. "But there may be some
time when they can't."
Westerman said the present seating
difficulties were anticipated when the
arena was first being planned but there
was nothing that could be done at the time
because of financial limitations.
Several of those students who claim
they were denied access to the game argue
that it is unfair for the athletic department
to sell reserve tickets to non-students when
students with All-Sports passes are not
able to get in or are being made to wait in
line.
However, Westerman said some seats
should be made available to the community
even though some students might be
turned away because of sell-outs.
"It's a community building. The
community helped plan the project," he
said. "There's no reason why students
can't understand why reserve tickets are
sold."
Westerman said ticket sales help cover
the building's operating costs.
"We're one of the only schools in New
England who doesn't have an athletic fee
to help cover the costs of operating things
like this," he said. "Right now we're just
hanging in there."
MPBN sports coverage varied
Sports tans hesitant to brave the cold
winter winds that seperate them from the
gym or the Alfond Arena have the more
comfortable option of viewing some
University of Maine sports on television.
The Maine Public Broadcasting
Network (MPBN), located at Alumni Hall,
Bond defeat stymies plans
University of Maine administrators,
faced with Monday's statewide defeat of
the educational bond issue that would have
given the university system $5,965,000 for
four separate projects, say they have no
concrete plans so far for alternative
funding of those projects.
"We're going to regroup and move
forward," said UMO President Howard R.
Neville. He indicated the administration
would still employ normal private fund-
raising methods.
Chancellor Patrick E. McCarthy, who
expressed disappointment at the close
106,469 to 105280 no-vote, said he did not
draw any implications from the defeat.
"It's too early to tell what will be done
next," he said.
The bond defeat means UMO will
receive no funds for construction of a
chemical engineer research building or
completion of the foPrth floor of the
English-Math building.
Stanley N. Marshall Jr., executive
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director of UMaine Pulp and Paper
Foundation, the organization that original-
ly promised to match the $1.5 million in
state funds for completion of the chemical
engineering research building if the bond
issue passed, said he hoped the foundation
would still provide matching funds if the
university could gather the money from
other sources.
"The officers (of the foundation) haven't
discussed it yet, but I sure would expect
we'd give the matching funds again.
Historically, the foundation has helped to
equip buildings that the university has
constructed," Marshall said.
The bond defeat also means the
University of Maine at Portland-Gorham
will receive no funds for completion of and
equipment for a science building, and the
University of Maine at Farmington will not
get the more than $3 million it requested
for construction of a special education
building.
has covered a hockey, football, and a
women's basketball game this fall, and Ed
Fowler, production manager, says
coverage of more events is planned.
MPBN will tape the women's gym-
nastic meet between Plymouth State and
UMO at noon Saturday. It will be
broadcast at 8:30 that evening.
"We made a decision that we would
do a variety of sports events along with our
local production," Fowler says. "It's part
of our local committment."
Proper camera positions have been the
only problems encountered by three
work-study students who comprise the
camera crew. A $400 platform was built for
the Alfond Arena to compensate for the
lack of adequate space.
"The first year is the initial expense,"
Fowler says.
Although Fowler has no rating system
to consult. He says the random remarks he
has heard indicate "the concept is being
accepted very well."
MPBN will cover two more hockey
games. They are: New Brunswick vs.
UMO, Dec. 17, and Bridgewater State vs.
UMO. Feb. 18.
On Jan. 28 MPBN will cover the
University of Vermont vs. UMO men's
basketball game.
The two women's basketball games
are: University of Maine Farmington vs.
UMO, Jan 27, and the University of Maine
Presque Isle vs. UMO Feb. 23.
Any games not broadcast live will be
aired the following Saturday.
Bernie Roscetti, television pro- "
gramming director, is not completely
satisfied with the schedule of events.
"There isn't a balance between major and
minor sports...or men's and women's," he
says.
Roscetti attributes the necessary
compromises to the imbalance of home to
away games.
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1Hang-gliders'high: body and
by Bob Granger
Imagine drifting along _on the quiet
currents of air hundreds and sometimes
thousands of feet above the earth. It may
sound like a dream but it is the "ultimate
experience" for hang-gliding fanatics.
"It's a lot easier than it sounds," Kevin
Weatherbee, a UMO sophomore biology
major and hang-gliding enthusiast says.
"It's almost as easy as riding a bike."
Hang-gliding has grown drastically in
popularity in recent years and that interest
has also landed at UMO.
A UMO hang-gliding club was formed by
three students in 1975 and has now grown
to about 45 members.
"We're not a club in the sense that most
people think of us as," Bill Holbrook, a
senior electrical engineer major and one of
the founders of the club says. "It's more
like a co-op. We call it a club for lack of a
better word."
Bruce Fournier, another one of the
founders and also a senior business
administration major, explained a $35
one-time fee is charged to become a
member of the club and then this money is
pooled together to buy hang-gliding
equipment that many people can't afford to
buy on their own, such as the kites.
Members then own a share in the
equipment and can use it at will.
"It's a share system,'' Holbrook said.
"In hang-gliding, the biggest considera-
tion is the economic thing. Most people
don't want to buy a kite when they're
starting out because it's a big investment
and they don't know if they'll like it."
The club now owns two "Sky-Snort
Larks," which are actually prototype
trainers. These alone cost $550.
Though pooling money to buy equipment
is fine for the beginner, serious fliers may
get tired of sharing this equipment with so
many other people, or may wish to fly more
skill-demanding kites. They then buy their
own.
Fournier, for instance, recently purchas-
ed an "Icarus," which is a higher quality,
rigid wing kite and trickier to fly. "It's like
a Leonardo Da Vinci flying machine,"
Fournier said.
But since not everyone can pick up the
$800 tab for equipment like this, the club
"pool" becomes a favorable alternative.
Another aspect that perhaps deters
people from becoming interested in
hang-gliding are the so-called myths about
the dangers of the sport.
"People think it's very dangerous so it
gets a lot of adverse publicity," Holbrook
said. "Most people figure you've got to be
foolish to do it—like parachuting."
Holbrook said that a high percentage of
the accidents that occur, happen because
people are doing things that they shouldn't
be doing.
"Accidents happen when you get
overconfident or to the point where you get
cocky," Fournier said. "When you get
cocky, caution goes out the window."
Fournier said that few people are injured
in hang-gliding but when someone does
get hurt, it receives a lot of publicity.
"Accidents don't happen very often
because beginners don't get a chance to
get into dangerous spots and the expert
has respect for it." Fournier added.
Yet this is not to say that even
experienced fliers don't get into hairy
situations occassionally. Fournier,
Weatherbee, Holbrook and Randy
Spencer, a junior forestry major, have all
been forced to make at least one or two
treetop landings.
"Out of all my treetop landings, I've
never hurt myself or the glider," Spencer
said.
"It's sure not the way you want to land
but when it's got to be done, it's not
bad—unless of course, they're all dead
trees," Fournier said.
Once in the club, Fournier, Holbrook,
Weatherbee and Spencer teach beginners
the basic principals of flight such as lift,
wind currents, angles of attack and simple
maneuvering.
"We're looked to because we have
experience," Holbrook said, noting that
they have had between two to three years
experience.
The club may then go to one of several
mountains, usually Waldo Mountain in
Frankfort, and give the beginners their
first flight experience.
"We don't lead beginners up the slope
though, we let them take their own
initiative," Holbrook said.
The first thing to be done is to assemble
the kite, which has been compacted into a
package about 8 inches in diameter and 20
feet long for carrying purposes. This takes
about ten to fifteen minutes to assemble.
The assembled glider is about 18 feet
long, weighs about 45 pounds and has a
wing span of about 20 to 30 feet, depending
upon its style.
The kite consists of a triangular wing
made out of a plastic material, with two
aircraft quality aluminum edges on the
outside of the wing. These are called
"leading edges" and form a point at the
nose called the "nose plate."
Running the length of the kite is another
aluminum piece called the keel, which
together with the leading edges. form the
ridig Dart of the kite.
On top of the keel is a 2-foot vertical
' 'king post," which supports the wing with
wires and keeps them from collapsing.
-Most people figure you 'v got to be foolish to do it."
Hanging from the underside of the keel
is the harness and the triangular
-shaped
control bar, which is used to maneuver the
kite.
Supportive wires also run from the
bottom of the wings and attach on this bar.
The harness can be one of several types,
but usually either a common swing seat or
a prone harness is used. The harness used
depends on the pilot's preference but most
prefer the swing seat.
"I feel more comfortable sitting down on
a kite rather than lying down," Holbrook
saiThere is one other kind of harness, called
a "supine" which allows the pilot to lean
back like in a dragster, but this type is
rarely used.
Once strapped into the harness, the pilot
must get into a take-off position with the
wind in his face and the kite's "angle of
attack" level to the earth. The angle of
attack is the angle at which the kite is
relative to the ground.
At this point, the pilot must run down
the hill until he gets enough speed and lift
to carry him off the ground. The more
speed he attains, the greater his lift will be.
"There's just no other feeling like when
you take off." Spencer said.
Beginners can usually glide about 30 feet
above the ground on flights which last
about 15 to 30 seconds. More advanced
miles.
can stay up for hours and tra% el
"The whole sport is presence of mind,"
Fournier said, noting that some hang-
gliders have been known to reach altitudes
of up to 19.000 feet and travel over a
hundred miles. "There's no difference
between flvig 1,000 feet or 5,000 feet."
The longest flights taken by members of
the UMO club have lasted about two hours.
But what do pilots think about when
they're gliding around the sky for hours at
a time?
"I talk to myself," Fournier said.
"Flying just gives you such a good feeling
because you can see so far."
Of course, before even the most
experienced pilots can go hang-gliding.
weather conditions must always be taken
into account.
What may surprise many people though,
is that hang-gliders, including the UMO
club, fly year round providing it's not
snowing or too windy.
"The cold doesn't stop us but the snow
and wind does," Holbrook said.
The wind is the major factor that fliers
consider. Wind is needed to give the glider
"lift," or in other words, make the glider
fly.
"You worry about wind speed and not
ground speed," Fournier said.
Every kite has a speed called the "stall
speed" at which there is no longer enough
lift to keep the kite in the air. The club's
kites have a stall speed between 15 to 17
miles per hour.
This means that the wind traveling past
the wing of the glider must be slightly
more than this to provide sufficient lift for
it to remain flying.
For example, if the wind coming toward
a glider is 10 miles per hour, then the
glider must only go approximately seven
miles per hour into the wind for sufficient
lift. If the glider is not moving into the wind
fast enough, then it will stall (cease flying).
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"When you stall, you flutter down like a
nind," 
hang-
leaf, not like an acorn," Fournier said.
The best wind is about 20 mph accordingtitudes to Fournier, but if it gets too strong it could
wer a 
erence 
be dangerous to fly.
Another principle of flight that must befeet." 
considered is that gravity eventually pulls
>ers of
hours. things down. With this in mind, it is easily
when understood that for every distance the kitesflies forward, it will also sink in altitude.turs at
This ratio is flexible and changes with
said. the type of kite being flown.
reeling The club's kites have a sink ratio of
about four to one, or in other words, it
drops one foot for every four feet if flies
most
liding, forward.
taken In contrast, kites like Fournier's more
advanced "Icarus" have a nine-to-one sink
tough, ratio.
UMO The average gliding speed of the club
' not kites is about 20 to 25 mph. with as 
maximum of about 45.
"The best flight you have gliding is
snow
when you soar," Spencer said.
fliers The final aspect of flight is the act of
glider landing. When a kite gets 5 to 8 feet from
glider the ground, the pilot can intentionally force
the kite to stall by tilting the nose up in the
id not air.
This increases the kite's resistance and
"stall lessens the kite's speed, forcing it to sink
nougn to the ground.
club's "It's not that hard," Fournier said.
to 17 "You've just got to get used to it."
The hang-gliding club has now grown to
g past the point where its members are seeking
lightly more advanced equipment. This year's
lift for goal is to raise enough money to buy a
better handling kite called a "Bobcat."
oward This is a "second generation" standard
!n the trainer, which has a sink rate of about six to
seven one and a price tag of about $720.
ficient "We're at the point where we want to
!wind move on," Holbrook said. "But 
we stilli
want to offer it for those new people
interested in trying it out.
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Masterton: a Lonjley friend and foe
by Kate Ramsay
"The university system would be
substantially affected if Gov. (James
B.) Longley were to be elected to another
term," says Robert Masterton, one of the
15 members of the University Board of
Trustees.
The governor appoints two trustees
every year, as different terms come up for
reappointment, Masterton said: "By the
end of five more years, Longley would have
appointed the whole body."
And, although his own term expires in
May, 1978, he does not expect to be
reappointed. "Longley has made a polic)
of not reappointing trustees, so I am
planning on not being nominated again.
Even if I were reappointed, I would be
hard—pressed to accept it," said Master-
ton, who is also president of Maine Savings
Bank.
Although he said he would never resign
from the board, there are several other
things he said he would like to do for
example following his interest in banking.
As for his friendship with Longley,
Masterton said that they had been friends
for several years before the two of them
went to work on the 1974 Maine
Management and Cost Study. This
legislature—authorized attempted to look
at several factors in Maine where money
and new forms of management might be
better implemented. Up until this time, he
said, he and Longley, a fornitr insurance
man, got along very well.
The two of them skied together in
Canada. and at one time, Masterton had
considered joining the same insurance
company in Boston with which Longley is
associated.
But at that time, former Gov.
Kenneth Curtis appointed Longley chair-
man of the survey group and "it became
his own springboard," Masterton said.
"The study got way beyond its mission.
The recommendations made about the
university system were reasonable in
certain areas, but it got way out of whack
when it started to get involved with
educational policy."
He said that there are several areas
where the committee's recommendations,
especially those obviously related to
management were good.
But Masterton didn't feel that a lot of the
recommendations were that
practical—especially those proposing to
make the northern campuses two—year
schools.
"I just couldn't agree with that," he
said. Masterton also felt that the recom-
mendations concerning the chancellor's
office were quite distorted.
"There was a definite misstatement
about the role and function of the
chancellor's office," he said.
'The committee thought that by elim-
inating the chancellor's office, the overall
itody of the university system, that they
would be able to put that money back into
the Maine system. And that just doesn't
happen."
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Another principle issue discussed by the
survey involved the overlapping of pro-
grams offered by the University of Maine
campuses and the vocational institutes.
"If the VIT's were to become a part of
the university system, I think they would
suffer. They would suffer by having
academians running their programs and
the university would suffer by having
vocationalists run the university programs.
I think they should be totally separate," he
said.
In the long run, he feels that the stud)
"got into public policy that was outside the
realm of what the original goal was. It
eventually got enormously political."
By the time the study was published,
Curtis had appointed Masterton a trustee.
"Even though I was a Republican, he
(Curtis) thought I thought more Demo-
cratic at times than Republican," he said.
At the time the study was published,
Longley had become really carried away
with the thing. Masterton said, to the point
where he even wanted a continuing
organization to see that the programs were
implemented.
"I think that the trustees made a big
mistake back then. Instead of saying,
'Okay, we'll need time to study the
proposals and try to implement some of
them,' we followed the chancellor's lead
and sort of refused to go along with
Longley's ideas.
"It became a principal challenge to
Longley then—and it made the university
look like a very wasteful organization."
Because of Masterton's reaction to the
study when Longley asked him to support
his gubernatorial campaign, he refused. It
was the end of their friendship, Masterton
said.
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As for his opinion of the Longley years in
Maine, Masterton said, "Although he has
been the third force between the legis-
lature and the senate, I feel his term has
been good for the university in a different
way.
"There is not enough money to fund all—
the programs we need, and his admit
istration has forced us to assign new
priorities. And we've made a lot of strides.
"We've restructured the chancellor's
office and most importantly, we've learned
to survive with a lower budget. The
university is a heck of a machine to slow
down, but we are learning how to do it."
As for the current issues confronting the
university, Masterton feels the issue of
campus police carrying handguns may be
more of a philosophic battle.
"I can't accept Kent State as an example
against the handguns," he said, although
he made it very clear that he would like to
hear the arguments for both sides.
The question of granting faculty raises
on the issue of their merit only is an issue
Masterton feels is more a bargaining
aspect right now than anything else.
"We are hampered by the problem of
how to compensate faculty by perfor-
mance," he said.
On each campus faculty job performance
or responsibility varies, and this is one
system of trying to treat each campus and
each individual fairly, he said.
"I think we should have more athletic
scholarships," he said. He is looking
forward to watching the development of
the new hockey program, which he feels
will become "immensely popular" in this
area of the state.
"l think the program will be successful,
if the proper recruiting is done. And to do
that, we need money in the form of athletic
scholarships. We've got to recruit from out
of state and even out of the country." he
believe very strongly in public
education," he said, "and I think in the
future we will see that public responsibility
_ to public education exists and should be
provided.
"The university is going to have to
address the question of adult education.
something that is already quite passe. We
are going to have to recognize the needs of
this group of people. "I really feel this is
going to be a permanent change in public
e d Au cnaot it ho en r, " a'r e ahe
he isdees in the future of the
university system is the question of
funding. "I think that again, we'll have to
realize that the university is not going to
find lots of money hidden away
somewhere—we have to face the fact of
having limited resources in the future."
Although he has been an advocate of
developing new programs in the past, he
thinks that in the future priorities will have
to Cboen tie sntau abilliys hed.
upgrading the production of
teachers and others in the health services
is another area that Masterton feels will
demand added attention in the future.
The real potential here, he said, would
be to try and relate to all kinds of different
institutes related to education, such as
hospitals and even private universities.
"The way I see it is a balance with
two poles—quality on one side and access
on the other. The pivot point is money, of
course. Right now I think we have more
access than quality, but in the next decade,
we'll have to re-examine the question and
reassign a priority," Masterton said.
"Each campus in this system has its own
mission, and all we have to do is define
their roles.
Sco whop.
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Maine Campus
Literary Supplement
A compilation of fiction and poetry prepared by the editors of
the Maine Review.
2 a Literary Supplement
The Great Adventure
Gregory Carr
The October night had been clear and cold, but
now the morning sun shone brightly through the
window facing the sparkling shallow river. A trout
surfaced to catch a meal, and the Irish Setter paced
the bank, barking. Ryan got out of bed, jumping
down from the sleeping loft with a heavy thud.
When he opened the door the dog ran to Ryan's
side, danced excitedly, and then bolted across the
yard into the woods. The morning air snapped at
Ryan's exposed hairless chest. He closed the door
and yelled for his father to get out of bed. The
wind-up clock ticked loudly on the kitchen table and
Ryan, without reading it, saw that the hands were
both vertical. Ryan heard his father cuss and fart
and heard the bed grunt as the old man stirred into
wakefulness. Putting on moccasins and a red plaid
jacket, Ryan went outside to the outhouse. On the
way he pulled at his twelve-year-old penis and
yellowed the path. He reached the small wooden
building and cursed; no ass wipes. He sat down
anyway. The cold wood was damp on his bare
cheeks. His sphincter tightened, and he couldn't
release anything, even though he knew he was full.
Cursing, Ryan starred at the crooked wooden door
and imagined flashes of yellow-brown death
speeding through the sun-lit spot on the floor. That
made the pain easier.
When Ryan returned to the camp his father had
the bacon sizzling in an electric fry pan. Mr. Duntin
had arrived and was sitting in the only good chair
looking out into the river. He was heavily clothed, a
shotgun rested against his leg, a coat hung over the
back of the chair. He automatically said, "Hello,
Ry," when Ryan entered.
Duntin and Ryan's father, Wallace, were closer
than any two people had ever been. They had met
one adolescent summer while working on a farm,
shoveling manure and tossing hay, and they
immediately became the best of friends. They spent
their paychecks together in bars and whorehouses
until Wallace got a girlfriend pregnant and decided
to marry. Duntin was jealous with anger but the
relationship tightened after the wedding and
honeymoon. They continued to raise hell on their
midnight raids, mostly drunk, never with motive,
until a couple of years ago when they burned down
a barn.
Ryan said, "hi," and glanced at the back of his
wrinkled neck and white hair. "How are you,"
Ryan added politely.
"I'm mighty fine. Great day for baggin' a limit,
wouldn't ya say, Wall?" Duntin asked.
Ryan's father grunted and Duntin cackled loudly
like a horse with colic, "Ya old fart," he said. Ryan
climbed back into the loft and changed into his long
johns and dungarees and a flannel shirt. He hated
it when his father didn't act like a man and argue.
Ryan jumped down and let the setter in. He knew
Duntin would have something to say about that. He
didn't really care.
He was right. Duntin said, "I never saw people
who spoil a dog as much as ya da. I bet ya even feed
'em steak fer breakfast while ya eat bacon and
eggs." A spittle of tobacco juice ran down his
rough cheek.
"You are absolutely right," Wallace said, giving
the dog last night's leftovers. It was a standard
dialogue that took place between the two old men
every hunting morning.
The setter inhaled the steak like it was a breath
of fresh air. Wallace watched him with a bright
smile illuminating his entire face. The bacon
splashed grease on Wallace's arm and he cussed
again. Duntin cackled again and Ryan couldn't help
but burst into laughter. Duntin said, "What th' hell
are ya bellaring about youngstar?" Ryan laughed
on and walked to the gun rack. He pulled a .45
imitation BB pistol from a leather holster and
fondled the metal in his hands. He put a handful of
pellets in his pocket and went outside. The dog
followed like a child tied to a chord
Ryan looked down at the pistol and wondered
what it felt like to kill somebody. Inwardly he hoped
he would never have to experience the sensation
Strangely, he sensed he would.
He ioaded the pistol and cocked the handle back
like injecting a round into the chamber of a real
weapon. He aimed at the beer can that hung from a
tree limb across the yard. His mother's terrified
face appeared between his muzzle and the target.
He lowered the gun and looked again. The image
was gone. He shook his head and closed his eyes,
trying to think. His mother was dead.
He raised the pistol again and hurriedly fired at
the can. The pellet struck the bottom and the can
swung backward from the force. Ryan cocked some
more air into the chamber and shot again. The
metal cried out and the can swung furiously. Ryan
raised his pistol a third time and fired. The can fell
to the ground and rolled under a bush. The string
was neatly cut in two a couple of inches above the
ring. The dog ran and brought back the mutilated
metal, dropping it a Ryan's feet. Ryan picked it up
and patted the dog on the head. He held it in his
hand and gazed at his work. His mother's face
appeared again and he dropped the can in fright.
"Pretty damn good shootin'," Duntin's raspy
voice said from behind Ryan.
Ryan turned and said, "You shouldn't sneak up
on people like that. It's a good way to get yourself
shot." There it was again, a flash too quick to
decipher.
"Naw, what would ya want ta shoot an old
bass-turd like me fa?"
"They shoot old bastards when they get senile."
"I can still shoot as good as ya."
"You stay right here and I'll go get another
can."
"Let's bet on the results."
"Who ever loses rides in the back seat all day, no
complaints.
"Deal."
Ryan rushed into the house, leaped into the loft,
retrieved another can, and ran back outside in the
same breath and motion. He tied the can to what
remained of the string and returned to where
Duntin stood.
"Ya go first," Duntin said. Ryan grinned as his
father came through the doorway to announce
breakfast. Instead of talking, he stood and watched
the competition. Ryan turned to the target and
fired; the can danced. He fired at the dancing can;
it jolted roughly on the string. One more shot sent it
flinging over the branch. He ran happily to it and
marked his shots with a red magic marker.
Duntin stepped up to the firing line and shot; the
can fell to the ground, split in two by a single pellet.
He recocked the pistol and fired; the branch broke
less than an inch from where the string was
attached. He fired again, and the string fell. Ryan
turned and saw a sarcastic smile lighten Duntin's
ragged face. He smiled back. Wallace pointed at
the can and said, "Bury." The setter rushed to the
defeated piece of metal. In full gallop he picked it
up and tore off into the woods with it. "Let's eat,"
he said. Duntin put his arm over Ryan's shoulder,
and Ryan, frightened by the sudden touch, moved
away.
"Did you ever kill anyone," Ryan asked Duntin
on the way to the logging roads. They rode in a
brand new 4-wheel drive Scout, not a scratch on it.
Ryan and the setter sat quietly in the back seat.
Ryan held his pistol between his legs. Duntin had
the muzzle of his shotgun pointed out the window.
The wind coming through the window was brisk
and strong and sent shivers of fear through Ryan's
body.
"Why da ya ask that?" Duntin asked. Wallace
looked at him in the mirror.
Ryan hated it when people answered a question
with another question. "I don't know," he said. "I
just wondered if you knew what it felt like."
"I hope ya never haff ta find out."
(continued on page eight)
Cobbosseecontee
Lake Cobbosseecontee is located a few miles
west of Gardiner, Maine.
On arrival
The wind-swayed pines
sun-sparkled water
and violet-streaked sky
All rush in for an instant
To touch you
Then retreat
to a distant nearness—
Like a beautiful woman
Who passes by
And sits at a table
across the room
While you yearn heavy on the other side.
On shore
I yearn to summon spirits
From within
Who will whip all around
like holy birds
And bring their visions home—
Or for my brain to swell
La Cage
I talked to her tonight,
until the foam in my glass melted
and the pitcher of memories
became warm and flat.
The bartender came by,
gave us a pleading look,
and disappeared behind
his wall of bottles
"You know," she said.
And absorb all I see
till foreign thoughts die.
I watch
As gliding slowly down
The sun mellows—
Its ray narrow
To a pink and glittering blade
Upon the water
That fades as horizon swallows
the sun
too soon.
The woman leaves
Resistance gone—
night takes over
Like a weak warrior
Whose only victories
are hollow.
All turns inward—
Silent
Except for the ghostly flute
of the loon.
"I was going to California
with some friends, but things
got pretty messed up, so
here I am."
"We're all here aren't wel-
1 answered
"Yeah, but for how long?"
,She tipped her glass
and swallowed hard.
by Randy Dustin
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Literary Supplement 3 a
"Our job is to educate the youth of
America"
Scott Bridghain
The principal peers sternly through his glasses at
the youngster, who is caught facing him on the
other side of the desk in a hard, wooden chair. The
chair of those abuut to have judgement passed
down on them. The youngster isn't actually facing
him but rather looking at the floor, trying to escape
the wrathful gaze of the Administration. Through
the open window drifts, distractingly for
authoritarian measures, noises from the
playground, and, also, just as distracting, the hot
noonday heat. The principal doesn't have the
energy to go through the punitive formalities with
the youngster before him. It is too hot. Besides, his
prank afforded a few good laughs. Elmer liked it.
The principal thinks to himself, while still peering
sternly at the youngster, an act, through much
practice, he has acquired some proficiency at that
that was the best bit of insolence he had seen in
some time. "Naughty, naughty little boy. Got
caught, so cringe before me while I think on your
punishment—sixty days in the cooler with bread
and water. Ninety degrees and humid or not, I'm
going to have to go through the procedures. If that
boy has to sit under my autocratic gaze much
longer without my saying a word, I'm afraid he's
going to melt. And that's all I need, to have some
kid melt all over the floor. Elmer would swear at me
for two weeks straight for having to mop the mess
up. My air conditioner would never get fixed.
"The kid must really think I'm angry not to be
able to find any words. Might as well get it over
with."
"There was no excuse for that stunt, son. Do you
know what you did to those poor ladies in the
lunchroom? But, of course, you do. It was a
deliberate act. See what appreciation those cooks
get for making you kids lunch, none whatsoever.
You not only scared them to death, but that was
stealing to take that guinea pig from the biology
lab. I'm not going to call the police, this time, but
I'm going to have to tell your parents, and, I'm sure
they'll mete out to you your due punishment. But
you're not going to get off here, either. For the next
two weeks you'll have to stay after school for an
hour, and I want you to apologize to the ladies in
the lunchroom. Next time, you won't get off so
easy."
"I'm sorry for doing that. I really didn't know it
would scare them ladies so."
"Bull crap! Anyway, you should tnink before
doing such foolishness. That is why you're here at
school, to learn how to think. I don't want to see
you in here again. Now go back to class."
The child, visibly growing larger from his
previous shrunken slump in the chair, scampers to
get out the door, right into Elmer, the janitor.
"My, my, they're coming out the walls now."
"I didn't mean to!"
"I already ate, so don't worry, I'm not going to
bite your head off."
The child tries to make it the rest of the way out
of the office before committing another major
atrocity.
"Son!" the principal yells.
The boy returns to the door, his face red, tears
rising, he sniffing to hold them back, "Yes, sir?"
"Weren't you taught to close the door of a room
when you leave it?"
"Yes, sir. Sorry, sir."
This time he closes the door to the outer office,
clacking typewriters, and entrenched, wrinkled
secretaries. The principal laughs. "Kids! Elmer,
pull up a chair." He gestures toward a comfortable
derelict in the corner.
"Jesus, I'm surprised the kid got out of here with
his scalp on the way he was sraking."
"Ah, hell, he'll get over it. He'll be a schoolyard
hero for the next two weeks anyway. What more
can a twelve year old ask for,"
"A principal who hears no evil and speaks no
evil."
"Elmer, when are you going to get th tt fucking
air conditioner fixed?"
"Next week, maybe.' '
' 'You're useless.' '
"But you love me all the same."
"Love something as cranky as you?"
"I knew it. I just knew it. You only want me for
my body." He puffs up his chest and juts it
forward. "Want to suck my titties?"
"That's what I like about you, Elmer, you have a
sense of humor."
''Aren't we the saving grace of this school, a
delinquent principal and a janitor with a sense of
humor?"
"Well, we must be teaching somebody
something right. I have to admit putting that
half-dissected guinea pig down the lunchroom
conveyer belt on his tray was good. Hah! Those old
hags that cook that shit they serve in the cafeteria
were looking for his scalp for that antic. That was a
gcod one. He did look like he thought he was going to
lose that tumpled mess on top of his head, didn't
he? And the lunchroom ladies would nave been
cheering the whole way had he lost it. I wish I*
didn't have to reprimand the kid at all and could
congratulate him. We need more kids with spunk
around here. Makes life more interesting. That was
a good one.
"It was almost as good as some of mine. But he's
young, give him time, he'll improve. Had a damn
good start."
"I remember those childhood days. That kid
down the street."
"Oh no, I can hear it coming. I'm leaving."
Elmer gets up and goes out the door.
The principal turns his swivel chair to the open
window, sets his feet on the sill, and journeys into
the childhood land of pranks.
"Let me see, his name was, ah, what was his
name? It doesn't matter. Maurice, maybe.
Something effeminate like that. Every trrne I got in
a scrape with him, which was quite often, he'd run
off to hide under his self-righteous mother's skirt.
Her little boy couldn't do anything wrong."
"Then, when he found that bottle of wine, he was
ripe for my revenge. Down into the drainpipes went
he, and off to his mother went I."
"Mrs. What's Your Name, Mrs. What's Your
Name, your son, What's His Name, hurt himself
down in. the drainpipes!"'
"What, my boy, What's His Name, goigg into
the drainpipes? You know he doesn't do things like
that. He's a good boy, not like some around this
neighborhood I know.-
-Yes, ma'am, really. He hurt himself bad, and
he needs you. I think it's his leg. I'd go right away.
He's hurt bad.'"
"You're not lying to me, are you?"
"Who?, not me.'"
"Oh no, my little boy, What's His Name' " '
"Off trucked the fat, self-righteous lady to help
her poor little boy. Would have thought he was
breathing his last breaths or masturbating or
something the way she wriggled that fat ass of hers
getting to her little darling. And then her crawling
through those drainpipes calling, 'What's His
Name, What's His Name, where are you, baby.
Mama has come to help you.' That fat ass crawling
through those pipes. Hah!''
"And when she did catch her little darling, did
all hell break loose. She was screaming at me and
the little darling was puking all over himself all the
way home. I got into more trouble over that one,
but, ah, sweet revenge isn't cheap. Actually, I
think the old parents liked that one but couldn't let
on. The many varied faces authority wears."
From his chair the principal watches the children
play under the sun. "I don't see how they can stand
such running around in this heat." But they do,
and a game of kickball is in progress. One of the
toughies is up.
"That one has caused me more than his fair
share of trouble. But he hasn't any ingenuity. He'd
never have thought to put a guinea pig down the
lunchroom conveyer belt. Ah, life's a bitch."
The opposing kids move back in the field a
respectful distance for the young macho. The ball
rolls slowly to him, and he gives it a disdainful
glance, as it veers off to his right. Macho yells to
the male pitcher, "Look, Suzywuzy, if you can't
throw it straight. get someone else to do It." The
pitcher tries a second time. The macho approaches
the ball with two self-assured strides, and with a
powerful thrust of his stocky leg, true to form, the
ball goes sailing high into the outfield. One of the
leftovers, who had been stuck in leftfield out of
necessity of numbers, runs under the ball. The
principal watches expectantly. Here is one of the
silent obedient ones. Will he be the sudden,
momentary hero?
The ball comes flying into his arms. And pops
out. Safe. A cry of abuse goes up against the meek
One in leftfield from his comrades. The dumpy kid
goes bounding after the ball. Macho rounds first at
a leisurely pace. Machos don't have to hurry for
meeks—a rule of the game. The meek one gets the
ball and starts toward third.
From his comrades: "Throw it! Throw it, stupid!
I knew we shouldn't have let him play. Throw it!"
Macho rounds second. The meek one runs; he
runs as hard as he can. Macho approaches third.
The meek one runs.
The principal stares out the window. He silently
loots, run, run, but he doesn't know which one he
roots for.
At third the meek one and macho meet.
"You're out!" the meek one screams in triumph.
He has won.
"What are you, blind? I'm safe."
"You're out.
(continued on page four)
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First Canto
Time has set us d( wn
Before a polished mirror
And left us laughing,
There is little to bJ said
For what we have done,
Only for what we have endured
And tried to understand.
'It's in there!' cried the child.
saw its cy33 shi ling from out here."
The older boy crept forward,
Placed his hands on the rotted window sill
And paused.
He looked back at the younger child,
Then slowly, mechanically turned his head
Toward the window.
It was there,
In the field before the rock face,
That we spoke with caresses
And whispered with our eyes.
The evening sun keeping us warm.
Seasons come and gone— -
The iliuqinr, n^t to ,eturn.
IV
Somewhere on the perimeter,
The periphery of time and power,
It lay in waiting.
Impassive and cold nucleus of existence.
Ellusive.
Omnipotent.
Wrapped in the garb of death.
V
The pungent smell of decay filled his head.
Like an opiate it pervaded his senses.
His eyes panned the inside of the building
As he came full circle to face the window.
He was drawn to the scene inside
As it was slowly revealed.
His heart pounded in his temples.
The blood left his face.
VI
I went to the hill crest that night
And gave my sorrow to the darkness.
I thought of Christ at the mount of Olives
Bearing the anguish of the cosmos.
I thought of myself—an open wound.
One that heals slowly and painfully.
I thought of the beauty of dawn.
As it glistened from the lake,
Finding me fragile and transposed.
(continued from page three)
"Dumpy, go wipe your nose on your mother's
apron. I'm sate.'
Fists are raised. The principal stares out the
window, his feet on the sill, unmoving. But the
meek one thinks better of his insolence and backs
down. Macho is safe.
The principal chuckles to himself, "That's how
things go, poor meek one. Take the world with a
laugh, put an obstacle or two in its way, and
authority will spout and sputter but finally
acquiesce, accepting you as one of its honorable
members, so you, too, can help hold back all the
young upstarts from usurping their, and your,
comfortable positions—or authority will knock your
block off.
"The morality of childhood, not that it changes
with age— it only becomes clothed with reason.
Less direct expression. Less truthful. Youthful
morality."
"How profound. I didn't know I had it in me. I
ought to publish a book or something, 'Maxims to
Turn Your Child into a Deliquent."
"Speaking of youthful morality, now about that
time I took those foldouts and ....hah...hah?"
"That bit of merriment cost me some of my best
foldouts—I'd been collecting them for a year. I
knew where all the all too respectful old men
discreetly discarded their subscriptions. Looking at
them, I'd have thought they hadn't had a rise in
years, but they got their subscriptions faithfully
every month. I think the mailman and I were the
only ones in town who knew which of our venerable
fathers over sixty still had active imaginations."
"Early that Sunday morning sneaking out the
window and making the rounds. On the post office
bulletin board, on the doors of the stores
downtown, on the police station door, hah!, and as
the final stroke, oh!, the church door I gave that
my best picture. What a pose that one had, that
wide pussy opening up between those long,
slender legs for the world to enter spread better
than peanut butter."
A knock on the door. "Yes, come in." The
secretary enters. The principal wonders, "What
does that old bag want?" He slowly drops his legs
from the sill and turns to the awaiting woman.
"Yes, what is it, Mrs. McLearck?"
"I made a call to a young man's house here on
the absence list, and his mother said he went to
school this morning. Another cutter. His name is
Johnny Barcon."
"Well, we mustn't let the skippers proliferate.
They could destroy the minds and moral fiber of our
youth. America's schools are society's first line of
defense. Always remember that, Mrs. McLearck,
their first line of defense, so make sure none of
those skippers escape your grasp."
'Sir?''
"Never mind, Mrs. McLearck. Never mind. I'll
speak to him tomorrow. I'll kill the bastard! I'll
pull out his fingernails! I'll kick him out of school!"
Mrs. McLearck rolls her eyes and moves to
leave.
"Mrs. McLearch, wait. I have a question for
you."
"Yes, sir."
"Way back when, I won't ask when, did you as a
little girl ever pull off any pranks?"
"I'm not sure I understand."
"Did you ever do anything like put half
-dissected
guinea pigs down a lunchroom conveyer belt?"
"No, of course not."
"I thought so. Why don't you go type a
memorandum or something'?"
The principal hears faintly in the outer office
Mrs. McLearck confide to her old cronies, "He's
certainly In a strange mood today. What a crew."
"And close the door!"
While she does that, he returns his long, sinewy
legs to their previous position on the window sill
and continues down memory lane. "Boyhoods. I
VI!
Transcending all that was
Comprising all that is.
Forebearing all that will be.
The perpetrator of insidious design
Lays seige within our domain.
It may come as a scream in the night
Or a wild eyed vagrant
With a depraved smile.
And it will return.
VIII
What he saw only existed
In the climax of a nightmare.
It was so vivid,
So terribly lucid,
That he could not move or speak.
His own image stood before him.
But it appeared older
And seemed to age as he watched.
Its lips pursed and curled back.
Revealing gums in an instant.
The flesh of the face decomposed
And its hair fell in clumps
To the dirt floor.
In a moment, only the eyes remained.
Lodged deep inside the skull,
They peered outward.
Luminous and piercing.
The boy could not pull himself away.
IX
Death came to me often when I was a child.
Always in dream or fantasy.
No longer am I so fortunate.
I visited a frie.nd and his wife recently.
My friend was alone
With her high school portrait,
And crimson spray upon the wall
And ceiling.
by Randy Dustin
wonder if girlhoods are the same. Can the sweet
little things of sugar and spice taste a bit of life
before falling into their roles? Mary Lou. Now there
was a little girl who didn't fall into any roles, except
for what nature put between her legs. Guess they
can escape a bit. But little girl, add some years and
you're a slut."
"But I've forgotten my brief entrance into the
lower realms of the criminal world. I am a devious,
demented creature, but still worth an occasional
laugh. That clerk at the store would see me come
up to the counter, and he'd peer over and inquire,
'Can I help you, sir?' The skinny bastard of a
clerk."
"'A pack of Marlboros, please."'
. "He would reach for a pack from the wall behind
him and put it down on the counter, sliding it over
toward me, 'May I see some ID., sir?"
"The skinny bastard of a clerk. Here was a 14
year old kid standing on the other side of the
counter, and he's asking for an I.D. like he knew
the kid was of age, but he had to dispense with the
formalities first. I wish he were a 12 year old and in
my school now."
"No I.D., sir, well I'm sorry, but I can't sell
these to you. State law, you understand. If you'd gohome and get something with your age on it, I'd beglad to sell them to you.' Then he'd slide his hand
away and wink at me."
"I got back. A couple of weeks later when I lit
those smoke bombs in the back, that skinny, littlebastard of a clerk went running to save his store,
and I strolled in with an empty bag and ttrolled out
with a bag full of five cartons of cigarettes and a
cold bottle of wine. What an afternoon that turned
out to be. Mary Lou, me, a bottle of wine, and the
woods."
The bell rings, and all the kids begin to dutifully,lingering as long as possible, meander in fromlunchtime recess "Well kiddies, time for classes.It is our job to educate the youth of America."
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Dialogue
Doug Poulin
I wait tables over at Dysart's, you know where
that is? Well it's a truck stop. If your're going
towardsWaterville on the interstate there's an exit
for Coldbrook Road and you go off to the right there
and there it is. You can't miss it loads of trv;ks all
over the place. They all stop there. I remember
when I applied just after Lucy was born and Frieda
took way early cause I wasn't sure if I'd find it
alright and it was easy as pie and I was way early
and I parked the car a few times and poked around
like that you know but still I was thereat least a half
hour too soon and Gertrude, she's the big honcho
there, and she asked me if I was applying and she
gave me acup of coffee and wouldn't let me pay for
it but I slipped a quarter under my dish when she
wasn't watching and we chatted a bit you know and
she told me all about the truckers and how to
handle them and not to worry you know cause the
girls really stick together around here and
everybody knew their place and if she didn't she
found out pretty dam quick. And she asked me if I had
slopped the hogs before thats how she said it andl
said n), I hadn't and she yelled over at Beatrice
pulling up the fries that she had another Joan of
Arc over here and then she asked me if I was
married and I told her the story and she said she
was sorry but that's the way the bastards were some
of them. So I asked her if she was married and she
said no but at least she took the pill and I was
feeling like maybe this wasn't the place for me but
then Frank came over and put his arm around me
and told me who he was and not to mind Gert cause
she was really alright once you got to know her and
so I went in and talked to him and he looked me uo
and down first off and said,' What's a nice girl like
you doing in a place like this?" and all that you
know why didn't I be a teacher or an office girl or
something like that andl said I really needed a job
bad and I wanted to be with Lucy during the day
and so he gave me eleven to seven and I been
working there ever since. That was two years ago.
At first I didn't get a sitter cause she slept a lot
and I could nap enough in between feedings but time
flies you know and pretty soon she only took three
hours in the afternoon so I started sending her over
to Day Care in the morning. Freida takes her over 3r
me in the morning bless her heart and so I can
sleep till noon and then she takes that nap in the
afternoon still and then she helps me with supper
she's learning how to butter bread and she feeds
Mortimer, that's our cat, and stuff like that you
know. It's fun. I take her over to Freida's around
seven and so I still have time for myself to have
somebody over or go to the movies or just sit around
and chat with Freida. She's a widow you know and I
think she really likes keeping care of Lucy and I pay
her a little too. And then I go over and work til
seven again. I have Wednesdays off but I still stick
to the same routine pretty much except Lucy
sleeps over here then and Frieda keeps her on
weekends. I don't know what I'd do without
Frideda.
When I first started I thought that truckers were
really ah outgoing you know. I expected them all to
be putting the make on and pinching and all that-
real rough stuff like in Bogarts movies and like
that. But most of them aren't really like that at all.
You ever listen to the race car drivers talk on T.V.?
Mario Andretti and those guys? Well it's kinda like
that. All they talk about is wheels and how long it
takes to get from here to there or whatever and
bitch about old women on the road. They don't come
in to socialize really, it's just a pit stop for them.
They're in love with their wristwatches I guess and
with going thru the gears and with staring at the
road and all that. They talk to each other and they
try to be real cool breezes when all they're doing is
bragging about their last run from Boston to
Caribou or whatever and when I bring them coffee I
feel like I'm just there to change a tire for them or
something. Most of them don't even see me. I think
they're really very lonely men. Most of em. They
Just stare at their coffee. I bet they see white lines
in after all they're so used to star:ng straight ahead
like that all day, they must! And they're clumsy.
They walk like they got a big rig hanging off the
back of them. They don't eat much either. Their
insides must get all jumbles up bouncing around in
those seats all day and they lose their appetites I
guess. You know you'd think it was a really lazy
man's job just riding around all day, but they're so
much in a hurry all the time.. .they're awfully
screwed up inside. Bouncing and ail that. They
earn their money I guess.
I guess that's why I stick to the nightshift. Cause
I see these guys fidgeting their lives away and I look
at Gert how she runs herself crazy especially at the
noon meal and they seem to be doing the same
thing you know. To me, she'd make a good driver.
She really delivers the goods and doesn't let
anyone get in her way. I filled in once when Frank
needed somebody on days and I felt awful. The
cook was yelling and Frank was yelling and Gart was
yelling to get my orders off and out of the way
cause they were in the way and the customers were
always looking up and staring and waiting cause
they have to pet back to work by one o'clock and
nobody could just take it easy. It was rush rush rush
and everybody was telling me to do this and that and
did I know I had that table to clear off and Gert
cleared off one of mine for me, but she made it
seem like I was just a no good or something and she
was some kind of Martyr or something you know
having to carry my load too and I told her I'd rather
do it myself thanks anyway and she said well you
better get on the stick girl cause these day people
are used to getting good service and all that you
know and when I went home I went over to Frieda'a
and I cried and cried. I was so upset. And Frieda
told me just tell Frank I just couldn't fill in days
any more on account of Lucy and so I did and he
said ok and so now I stick to nights.
Lost for good:
A prayer
You shuddered in the noisy night
And lay still—
Glimpsed for only an instant
By one of a million hysterical spotlights
—Your cry drowned—
And you were buried in the quaking shadows
Cast by calamity
Upon calamity.
The world rushed by like a last-hour train
But I will travel on foot,
—Not on that slithering Fate Vehicle.
So I pledge that when possible,
I will stop by the tracks
Long enough to snatch up
And tuck your story in my duffel bag
Before trekking on.
I know your blood
Helped turn the wheel
by Bernie MacKinnon
Perplexion
I can't understand why you do
the things you do.
If I knew what made you tick,
I'd break the mainspring,
take you home,
and fix it myself.
by Randy Dustin
At night the drivers are in a rush too but there
aren't so many of them and anyway they play a
game like they can put up with me no matter how
slow I am cause they'll make it up in the road and
they don't want the other drivers to think they're in
a big rush. Mostly it's just coffee and doughnuts
and stuff you know and I can get it myself so I keep
up pretty good and besides Antonio's the greatest
cook that ever was. He's always got a smile and he
is very organized and he likes to keep himself busy.
They take advantage of him, the day cooks, they
leave a big mess and he has to clean it up and they
expect him to do it too cause he's on nights and
isn't so busy. The daygirls do the same to me. The
first night I was there Antonio came in after me
and Gertrude was explaining to me all the mess I
had to pick up and what I was supposed to do and
the station was a mess and how it wasn't always
like that but somedays it just couldn't be helped
and her boyfriend was waiting for her in the
doorway and Antonio came up and smiled real big
at me and gave a wink to tell me all about how he
felt the same way about Gert and he picked up all
the dirty dishes laying around before he even had
his whites on and he told me after she was gone he
said, "Don't you worrry Rita, we're gonna be like
one big happy family here at night." And he made
me feel like, ..Like Cinderella you know and I'd do
anything for him.
And last spring when Frieda went in for her
hysterectomy. Antonio's wife called up and told me
to send Lucy over it was ok with her she'd love to do
it. And at Christmas he said not to get them
anything cause it was more important to spend the
money on Lucy so I gave him a big kiss instead and
we danced in the kitched togetner. Who'd ever
believe how romantic it is at Dysart's at four o'clock
Christmas morning Nobody in the house but us.
I'll never forget it as long as I live. Dancing in the
kitchen. It was so lovely.
I don't know if I'll do this for the rest of my life or
not. Who knows those things anyway?! like it cause
I don't have to bring a lot of problems home from
work with me. And I do my job and Frank and Gert
aren't there when I leave in the morning so I don't
have to take alot of baloney. I'm making Ends meet
and when I get tired and depressed I have my
friends.My hest friends. Frieda. Antonio. I think
maybe I'll be there for a long time.
Oh and I just have to tell you, last week Antonio
brought in a CB set and when it got real slow he
started calling up the truckers right? He calls
himself Filet Mignon. And he takes orders over the
radio and they're all ready when the guys get there
and course they really like that and the other day he
wanted me try it so I scooched down overty the rat
poison where he hides it cause nobody ever would
look there and he showed me all that I had to do
was push that button and before I knew it I was
talking to Wheelbarrowhandlemaker and I got all
flustered you know and I had to think of a name real
fast and so I says, Hot Potato and Antonio thought
that was so funny he laughed andhe said wait til
Wheelbarrowlandlemaker comes in and sees what
a Hot Potato looks like! And I thought he'd have a
heart attack he was aughing so hard and boy that
was fun. I felt like a little girl all over again... .So
now some guys might come in that wouldn't before
and I'll get extra tips and bigger ones too maybe
and they'll call me Hot Potato and they won't have
to stare at the white lines in their coffee anymore.
Wheelbarrowhandlemaker? Oh, he came in with
a big grin and Antonio tried to tell him all about it
only he was laughing so hard and I got all red you
know and it turns out he has a big fat wife in
Cincinnati and he said all the guys kid him and tell
him they know why he's driving. But he's really so
nice and he gave me a whistle he whittled all by
himself. He said, "Here you go Hot Potato, it's just
a dumb little whistle. You can give It to your Lucy.''
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Waiting in Room 112
Scott See
It was early December when he came to the room,
along with others whom he did not know. The room
was quite steamy—hollow coughs occasionally found
their way through the artificial radiator air. His
group sat in grade school sized chairs of metal,
neatly rowed and close together. They had been
there for hours, and they would be there for more.
The paperwork was yet to be completed and all
things were to be made ready. He fingered a
sweat-soaked copy of Mechanlx Illustrated and
glanced past the Afro haircut that intermittently
blocked his view of a man who occupied a desk at
the front of the room. The man was uniformed and
neat. It was apparent to him that everything in the
room was neat. This body rebelled against the tiny
chair; he let his mind drift out of the stuffy room.
Earlier that morning, before the sun, his father
Earlier that morning, before the sun, his father
drove him to the bus stop. They were early, and
both shifted uneasily on the crackly naugahide of
the family car. His father would not look at him for
some reason—he fingered his lip in the usual way
and squinted out of the side window. It was raining
lightly, and the wipers were pushing the
gathering drops aside in their regular and noisy
fashion.
"Be sure to let us know when you get squared
away."
"OK Dad." They shook hands when the
lights of the bus appeared through the mist.
toyed with the handles of his day bag.
"You're sure you got everything?"
All they want is me. Bye."
"I love you Son."
When he boarded the bus he found a seat near
the driver. A small brass-toned plaque announced
"Mr. Menkovitch"; affixed above was the
mandatory and much ignored directive, No
Smoking." The floor of the bus was very dirty, and
his feet nestled in Mounds wrappers and butts. He
watched Mr. Menkovitch in the small aisle mirror
and tried to remember what his father looked like.
Urgent coughing! There was an aura of fear in
the room.
"Moulton, Clifford J." The uniform at the desk
shuffled some papers and looked directly at him. It
must have been the second time his name had been
called.
"Here." Stand,
here!"
The uniform went on to another name. The
magazine was rolled up tightly in his grip. He laid it
gently on the floor. They must be ready, he
thought. Surely they must be about ready.
They were. A dozen or so joined him in standing,
and they all looked each other over nervously.
Following directions fro-rn the uniform, they filed
into a handsomely paneled anteroom. While
walking, he could not help but think of his friend,
Alan, and his "sheep theory of man." He pictured
Alan collecting splinters with him on the football
bench; expounding the virtues of sport and the
incredible similarites of the habits of men and
sheep.
'Man," Alan was anything but verbose in his
style, "will follow anyone, anywhere, anyhow!"
Cliff would always take the bait; "Surely we are
more than sheep?" (And aren't they an unusually
timid beast?) Alan was dead now. He was killed
in some town with an unpronounceable name in a
country that few had heard of until a few years ago.
He smiled and thought of Alan and followed the
guy in front of him. Baa. Baaaaaa.
The anteroom was expectantly Spartan. The door
was closed behind the group and all eyes fell
upon a new uniform. This one was different - there
was much red in the bunting.
"Jarhead," someone whispered.
I hey all raised their hands (right) and were
ordered, or asked, to repeat some words. The group
was informed that, in lieu of the fact that all had
received a Presidential invitation to this anteroom,
tie repetition of the words in the forthcoming oath
raise hand or speak? "Right
s. • 4. S • ••-• 9 4. r •
dim
He
was not mandatory. There is a law that is quite
explicit in these matters. Their rights are
protected. The new uniform began the oath;the
words were clear and simple. Cliff repeated some
of the words immediately - others he left out or
mumbled. (was it the "God" or the "defend" that
had bothered him most of all?)
It was over. He opened his eyes, and for the first
time he noticed the flag at the front of the room.
The new uniform spoke: "You may leave,
gentlemen." Baaaaaa.
The group returned to the large room and
resumed their wait. After another hour or two, and
the orders were finalized, signed and run off, the
group was released from the steamy room.
Outside, the cold air enveloped Cliff's body, and
tiny ice particles found his eyes. He felt somewhat
relieved - yet something was still nagging him. He
followed the group to the designated bus.
Smooth gliding doors hissed to a close behind
him, and they were off. He lurched to a spot near
the driver. There was somebody occupying the
window seat—the face of his new neighbor was
drawn and tired looking.
'Want a smoke?" Cliff offered.
"Yeah. Shitty day, isn't it?''
"Yes." He accepted a light and pushed back
into his seat. The floor of the bus was clean and he
felt guilty about dropping ashes on it. He stared at
the doors as the driver wove through the city
streets. Soon the diesel engine's tone found a
monotonous niche. They were traveling through the
marshlands now. Soon they would arrive. He knew
that the doors would glide open as easily as they
had closed. They would open unto a world of green.
And he would become a part of that green.
Suddenly he realized what was bothering him.
His mind had found his mother. She was cupping
his face in her coarse hands. "It's so hard to think of
my son as a soldier," she was saying.
"Yes, Mom. It is."
In Concert
An unholy hymn
Burns electric through the air
Igniting unanimous insanity.
And it's all coming from him—
Him with the strange and deadly weapon against
calm
Across his waist.
His lightening hand—
A pinpoint cobra—
Strikes at the strings
Unfurling a tidal wave of sound against the frenzy.
And he knows he is the nucleus of awe—
Satan's mystic messenger—
Better yet, Satan himself!
Shrouded in evil smoke
Toppling pillars of peace
He rolls his eyes
Writhes and shakes
Letting all of it flood his veins.
Life is NOW!
With an A-bombed brain, he spins on giory
summit.
Veil
Please hear me,
my friend, and try to
understand.
Can it be
that it has already
begun,
or has it •
started to end?
Was it a flash of
light?
Or a tear
trickling
down my cheek?
That curtain
over my eyes
won't let me see
by Randy Anway
When this gig's over
He'll take a train to Chicago
And visit his ailing Mom.
Sunrise
Golden voice,
speaking in warm tones;
fiery globe,
dominating a chorus
of celestial harmony;
whisper
to a misty meadow
and quietly waken
the sleeping voices
by Bernie MacKinnon
I dislike my habit
'cause it's like looking
into mirrors
'n I can't afford to be vain,
said the honest photographer
with a mannequin smile.
by Randy Anway
by Gary Ouebbeman
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The Great Adventure
(continued from page two)
"Do you know?" Ryan persisted.
"When I was in Germany durin World War II I
fought a lot. I was on night patrols. I didn't see
many Nazis 'cept dead ones. We shot at the sparks
from the muzzles of their rifles. Sometimes the
sparks didn't show up again after we shot so's I
guess we got 'em.
'Once my squad walked right smack into
another squad of Germans. We were returning
from a five hour patrol and we was real tired. We
walked right into a shitload of 'em. Anyway, they
ran into the woods and I felt like a hero. We had
scart 'em all off without firin' a shot, 'cept theft
leader. He stood still in the middle of the road and
was screamin' at the top of his lungs. Someone
behin' me fired a shot and the German commander
fell. Blood poured from his head in bucketfuls. The
Germans started firin' from behin' the trees. Three
men right near me fell so I fell too. I thought they
were tryin' to get under the enemy fire. They
weren't. They were dead."
'I snuggled up to one of the men and whispered
his name. He just grunted as another bullet tore
inta him. I put my arm around him so's I could roil
him over and help him. I pulled it back quickly and
it was bright with his blood. His stomach and chest
were torn to bits. His guts looked like chop suey. I
threw up all over him, but it didn't matter. He was
dead.'
'I grabbed his rifle and began firing at the trees.
I kept pumping the trigger until my finger burned.
Then I stopped. Everythin' was stopped. The
silence was worse that the shootin'. I picked up my
head ta look aroun and I heard someone near me
whisper, 'Keep ya head down. Play dead. We'll
surprise 'em when they come to collect the
corpses.' I stayed and listened. I didn't have any
place ta go. Nothin'. They had ta be dead, I
thought."
'A bullet whistled inta the 'trees behin' me and I
knew they wasn't dead yet. Then I saw a German
approachin' us with his tee-shirt tied to a branch. I
heard another shot and the man fell forward. One
of his own men had shot 'em. I heard more firin' so
I took my carbine and began firin' again. Then I
passed out.
"When I woke UP there were only three of us
left. We carried all the bodies inta a ditch and
covered 'em with bt ush and dirt. Then we ran back
to camp as fast as we could. I'm sure we were
louder than a herd of plow hosses but we were in
such a hurry we didn't give a shit."
"When we got back to the sight of the massacre
with some more boys and ammunition the bodies
were gone. All that remained was the heads of the
American soldiers. They were lined-up acrost the
road. I up-chucked again and swore vengeance."
"I went on patrols every day fa the next month or
so and still only shot at sparks and sounds. Many
times I never saw the sparks or 'eard the sounds
again. I hope I made up fa the deaths of some of
those guys. I sure hope so." Duntin had to fight to
control the tears that threatened to roll onto his
face
Ryan squinted back his horror. He could feel it. It
was death and it was close to him. Possibly in him.
It had taken over his body. It can't happen to me,
he thought. He was too strong. He gulped as his
father pulled the Scout onto a dirt road. They drove
two miles into the woods and the Scout proceeded
slowly up the road; the setter worked both sides of
the road and managed to keep well ahead of them.
The watched the sun speckled rock walls for Ruffed
Grouse, commonly nicknamed partridge. Ryan
broke the silence and said, "Up ahead, he has
found something." Both men looked and saw the
dog staring off into the underbrush.
"The first one is mine," Duntin proclaimed. He
got out of the Scout and walked ahead. Wallace
kept the vehicle idling; any change in the
atmosphere might spook the bird. Duntin had
reached the dog and he commanded, "Spook." The
setter dove bravely into the briars and a partridge
shuffled loudly into the air. It flew low towards the
Scout. Duntin raised the shotgun and followed the
bird in flight. His muzzle pointed directly at the
windshield of the Scout. Ryan hid down behind the
front seat, his knees shaking uncontrollably.
Duntin waited, his finger playing with the hairpin
trigger. Finally the partridge was high enough for
him to get off a clean shot but it was out of range.
He cussed vocally and watched it fly away.
The setter had stopped and was staring into
another thicket a short ways up the road. The dog
jumped on command and another grouse popped
irtto•thelar: It flew straight toward Dunt in and tried
to make a last second effort to turn when the blast
from Duntin's shotgun took its head off, and it
crashed to the ground like an exploding fighter
plane. Duntin picked it up and walked back to the
Scout. He tossed it to Ryan who put it in the game
basket, right beside his lunch.
''Wallace shut off the engine and said, "I think
we should drink to that. The first bird of the year.
Each of them took a slug of brandy and waited for it
to burn their stomachs and make their toes tingle.
In a few minutes they drove off again. A few
miles down the road Duntin spotted two birds. The
dog smelled them and stopped. Ryan didn't see
them until Duntin pointed them out. They were
pecking at a mound of wet mulch on ihe side of the
road. Duntin aimed his shotgun out the window and
Ryan felt a pang of guilt. He didn't know why. The
excitement drowned it out. Duntin pulled the
trigger and the shotgun echoed. Both birds flapped
helpler,sly on the ground. Duntin beamed happily
with pride. His crooked teeth, yellowed by years of
neglect, somehow sparkled. Two with one shot.
"You son of a bitch," Wallace said. Duntin got out
and accepted the birds from the setter. "Let me
shoot awhile," Wallace said. Duntin passed him
the shotgun and slid into the driver's seat.
The rest of the morning passed without another
shot at anything. Wallace was angry at his bad luck
but let Duntin ride shotgun after they had their two
beer lunch and a healthy piss. They drove to
another unused logging road and slowed to a crawl.
The dog worked both sides of the cad and kept out
of sight ahead of the Scout. Inadvertently he
spooked a woodcock and it sped out of sight before
Duntin could get a shot off.
A few minutes later the dog stopped at a bush.
He was hesistant to point, but he sniffed and
danced in the road. A partridge flew from under the
bush, and Duntin leaped from the moving Scout
and shot it from the hip before it entered the woods
across the dirt road. It fel: i 3 heap in a bush, and
the dog retrieved it. "I never saw a dog dance with
no pa'tridge before," Duntin grunteu.
They drove further into the woods and Ryan
began to get edgy. He shrugged it off as boredom
and kept his mouth shut, remembering the bet. He
took out the last sandwich, a splotch of blood
covering the cellophane wrapper, and he wondered
why neither Duntin nor his father ate while they
were hunting. They sure drank enough. Probably
tood slowed their reactions, weigiled them down.
Good beer wouldn't do that.
They passed an old graveyard, and a tall rugged
old man was staring at one of the stones. He
interested Ryan and Ryan asked, "Who is that?"
"That is Richard More," Duntin said. "All his
relatives are buried in that there cemetery. He is
the last one left alive. He got married once but they
never had any children. His wife died a few years
ago. About the same time as ya mother. She
strangled herself, so they say. I don't believe it.
She wasn't the kind of woman to commit suicide.
Will-power as strong as an ox. I think he killed her.
He was a mean one when he was married. After she
died he sort of mellared out."
Ryan watched the man by the gravestone, and
wondered what kind of woman would commit
suicide. Certainly not his mother, though they said
she had set the barn on fire and then couldn't get
Out.
As they drove by, the old man pulled out his cock
and began to urinate on the gravestone. Then they
were too far away for Ryan to see anymore. He
thought about the old man, and again about
suicide.
The setter stopped ahead, and Ryan's throat
tightened. He clenched his teeth to fight off the
pain. Wallace drove up to the dog; he sensed it
wasn't a partridge by the way the dog pointed. It
was some kind of ground animal, he thought.
A chipmunk played nervously on the old rock
wall. Wallace almost snapped at the dog, but
Duntin said, ''Wait a minute. Let's see what Ry can
do with that cap gun he's got back there. Stick it out
the window and blow that 'munk to bits," he
urged.
Ryan knew it was there. It was death. He leaned
over and pointed the pistol at the small animal. He
saw his mother's face again. She was screaming,
burning. She hollered that Wallace and Duntin
were killing her. He could hear her voice as clear as
if she were talking loudly in a silent library.
He turned and saw his father's smile reach both
his ears. The smell of liquor was suddenly as thick
as fog in the auto They had been drunk when they
killed her. Ana they had raped her. His father had
raped his own wife, and had helped Duntin to rape
her afterwards. Slowly revenge reacted in Ryan's
stomach like a rotten apple, and he gagged in hate.
He reached into his father's cuai for me .44
magnum. Wallace gave it up hesitantly, he felt
naked without it. Ryan slowly got out of the Scout
and walked softly toward the chipmunk.
"Blast the shit out of that little bass-turd,"
Duntin said.
"Kill the cock-sucker," Wallace added. It was
all moving too fast for Ryan to comprehend.
The chipmunk sat on its rear legs and looked at
Ryan.
His mother was pleading. She screamed again.
Ryan's ears reverberated with painful inten.,;•ity.
The three of them were naked on the barn floor.
His father was holding her down, and Duntin was
laying on top of her. They were fighting, struggling
in the loose hay. Duntin was poking his thing into
her. She was getting weak. She pleaded with
Wallace to help her, but he laughed drunkenly, t
caring. She reached up and grabbed his cock and
yanked on it. He shrieked and slapped her across
the face.
Ryan saw a little boy in the hayloft watching the
assault. It was himself. He was looking down at
them from behind a bale of hay. They were beating
up his mother, and he was crying. He knew he had
to keep silent or they would beat him up, too. He
wept quietly into the hay and watched.
The chipmunk turned and ran.
He mother was getting loose. Duntin rolled off her,
aid she was scurrying to the door. He saw himself
watch with eager anticipation of her escape. He
wanted to snuggle up to her bosom and tell her how
much he loved her.
Wallace tackled her by the ankles and she fell
down.
Ryan wept somemore. The puddle on the hay
was widening.
They hauled her back into the middle of the barn
and tied her to a beam in the center. Duntin took
out a lighter and burned her pubic hair until she
was screaming in agony. He singed the nipples of
her breasts until her lungs no longer could produce
screams of pain, only sobs of anguish.
Wallace put a ring of hay around her, and Duntin
set it on fire. She screamed through the flame. She
saw Ryan, and he instinctively ducked behind the
hay. He heard her holler his name. He peeked over
the hay as the flame licked her toes, tasting her
body. She hollered again. It was too late. Her hair
was on fire. Ryan looked again. Her eyes were
blank. Her expression was one of relief.
Ryan sobbed heavily in the heat. Quietly he
hurried through the old chicken loft and into the
house. He crawled into bed and drew the covers
tightly around his neck. He closed his eyes and
prayed that it was a dream and that his mother
would be alive in the morning .
The chipmunk was gone,
Ryan heard a voice behind him say drunkenly,
"Come here you little son-of-a-bitch." He turned
and saw Duntin looking at him with that ugly grin
of his.
"You killed my mother. Both of you," Ryan
shouted. "You killed her. You fucked her and then
you tied her to a post and burned the barn down.
You tuckers." Ryan raised the magnum quickly
and fired at Duntin's head. The weapon boomed,
and the recoil knocked him down. The gun flew
from his grip. His arm felt like someone had hit him
with a baseball bat.
He picked up the gun and looked towards the
Scout. He could see Duntin's head resting on the
dashboard, blood pouring from a huge gap in his
skull Ryan retrieved the magnum and walked slowly
around the Scout. He couldn't see his father. He
peeked around the.fender and saw his father
resting heavily through the Scout's open window.
His skull was blown apart by the mushroom impact
of the bullet. Ryan vomited on :he hood. He sighedheaviiy when his stomach stopped heaving. Justice
was done. And he had killed two with one shot. He
was truly better than either of them now. He knewhe should feel proud, but the only feeling he got
was the concentrated retch of his empty stomach.
He looked once again at the two bodies. Death
was what he saw. Ho now knew what it was like.
He stuck the warm muzzle of the magnum into his
mouth and put his thumb on the trigger Wallace'sblood had ceased dripping from his shattered skull.Ryan saw his mother's face again It was happy.This is death, he thought, the great adventure , ashis thumb yanked on the trigger.
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Student rejects academia;
prefers wilderness trails
bv Scott Bridgham
While sitting in his third floor room at
Aroostook Hall, the noise of stereos blaring
in through the open door, UMO sophomore
Steve Wiswell says, "My secret ambition
is to be an explorer, but I was born a
hundred years too late." He looks at the
square-tiled ceiling, and adds, "I want tc,
go to Antarctica."
Why is someone who wants to go to
Antarctica at UMO instead?
Wiswell is taking a respite in the world
of academia after a five-month lone trek on
the Appalachian Trail, a trek encompas-
sing more than 2.000 miles on foot from
Georgia to Maine.
He averaged 17 miles a day through the
roughest terrain in the East, not by
pressing his foot down on the accelerator of
a car with one of those bumper stickers on
the back fender saying "This Car Climbed
Mt. Washington," but by putting one foot
in front of the other.
Seventeen miles a day, up and down
mountains, through wilderness, and, at
times, through suburbia.
"It's a dreamland, kind of." Hiking from
seven in the morning - to late afternoon.
"The first month was hard, but after that it
became part of my life. The wilderness of
Mane surpasses all the other places on the
trail. It's a perfect finish for the trail.
"New Jersey was like a park. I could
always hear cars in Pennsylvania, New
York and New Jersey. I didn't mind it
really. It builds the trail's character."
 T1•••-•••—""n
DALLAS
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leather
Wiswell says he decided to walk the trail
10 years ago. He read about it in the
"World Book Encyclopedia" and told his
parents about it. He recalls their response:
"Oh, that's nice."
Since hiking the trail, he says, "I'm
more sure of myself. I think I can do
anything I set out to do. I have confidence
in my endurance, though I wouldn't do it
again. Repeating something like that
would be taking a step backwards."
Wiswell, who is in the forestry program,
plans to leave school after this semester to
go to the Pacific Crest Trail.
"School has outlived its usefulness," he
says. "It's nothing to the mountains. The
courses are Mickey-Mouse and playschool.
No, there aren't too many facts. They
didn't even give us that. It's so off
course."
Wiswell aims his course at the Rockies.
This time, he plans to got with a friend
from Pennsylvania who he met on the trail.
He goes from a third-floor cubicle to
six-and-a-half months in the mountains,
Mexico to Canada or bust.
"We're going to be getting off the trail
quite a bit. There are a lot of year-round
snow-covered mountains that the trail
doesn't go over."
Next: The Andes. "I'd like to get into
mountaineering." Then—parachuting.
Hang-gliding. "McKinley is so congested,
it can wait." In 1980, the entire St. John. A
settled job. "It would have to be
mountain-related."
Maybe someday he will go to Antarctica.
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Don't let the weather keep you home
At this time of the semester, Joseph Kesselring's
• 'Arsenic and Old Lace" is exactly what we need.
This week's Maine Masque production, directed by
J. Norman Wilkinson, is riotous fun and nothing
but fun (unless you wish to infer some kind of
political statement from the references to the
Panama Canal).
Wilkinson is to be congratulated, both for
selecting a very good play and for choosing a
generally excellent cast. One of the most pleasant
•riumphs is the performance of Colleen McIntosh
as Elaine Harper.
She is consistent and convincing in one of the
show's two most difficult roles; she is almost never
insipid and almost always comfortable with her
character.
The other extremely difficult role is Mortimer,
played by Francis Parkman, whose performance is
somewhat wooden, especially in the first act. One
responds, however, more with sympathy than
displeasure; the awkward double takes and
histrionics Kesselring provides him with are every
actor's nightmare.
The Brewsters, on the other hand, are simply
marvelous. Linda Rice and Ruth Bean as Abby and
Martha (the lovable spinsters who.. you all know
the plot, right?) are charming and delightful and
ingenuous and dizzy and sincere and quite possibly
the best thing in the show.
And Dale Phillips, who played the Horse's Hind
in the last show, plays the "Bull" in this one (as
nephew Teddy), and he does so quite nicely. The
other member of the family is the criminally
demented Jonathan (Tim Wheeler) who looks like
you-know-who. Perfectly cast, Wheeler has, in this
role, an excellent vehicle for his ugly mug and
considerable talents. (Tim, incidentally, drank the
poison in rehearsal but promises not to during the
run of the show.)
The only actor who gives a consistently
unsatisfying performance in a sizable role is Hank
Snow (not The) as Dr. Einstein (also not The). He
seems out of place, unsure of himself, and
STUDENT
GOVERNMENT
PARLIMENTARIAN
FOR
SPRING SEMESTER
CALL
581-7801
For Information
unmotivated. His comic business is simply not
funny. He has two problems, both, I think, easily
solved.
First, he doesn't understand his character—who
he is, what he's doing, and what he's saying.
Having discovered Mr. Hoskin's body in the cellar,
for example, he tells Jonathan "We got an ace in
the hole" in a tone of voice one might use upon
finding a parking space. This mistake, and several
others like it, are partly the director's fault.
Snow's second problem (probably a result of the
first) is that—with the possible exceptions of
Richard Henderson (Dr. Harper) and Tim Whitney
(Mr. Gibbs)—he is the only actor on the stage who
doesn't look as though he's having fun. And that
problem he has to solve on his own.
The rest of the cast is just fine. Scott Anderson
(Witherspoon) and Lawrence Vinal, Brad LaRoche,
and Alan Nexon (Brooklyn cops possessed of
varying degrees of ineptitude) all add some colorful
pieces of comic business without upstaging
themselves or anyone else. As for Allan Twombly
and Bob Giguere (cadavers), all I can say is that (at
least until the curtain call) their characters are
quite flat (an easy criticism, I know).
And, of course, O'Hara.
Played by Alex Forsley, O'Hara is not at all Irish
(unless perhaps via Castine: "Yore Mortimah
Broostah!?") but he's awfully damn funny. And he
gives the show the kind of energy it desperately
needs and—occasionally—lacks. The plot is
intricate (you all know the plot, right?) and the
business is plentiful and, while the actors (cadavers
included) rise to the occasion for the most part, the
show does drag a bit here and there.
Some of the blocking is mechanical, and almost
all of the pratfalls are strained. Much of the verbal
humor is lost because of mistaken emphasis or lack
of projection (Snow is often guilty of this) or
because the actors plow through audience laughter
and—once or twice—hold for giggles. But it's a
difficult show to keep under control (much of this is
Kesselring's fault), and the cast, on the whole,
does a very commendable job.
Technically, the performance is more than
sound. Al Cyrus (the scene and lighting designer)
has provided a set which is not only functional but
is more interesting than box sets often are. And the
lighting is very effective (except that poor Teddy
has to stumble around in a dark cellar).
Dawn Shippee's costumes are—as usual—very
good (especially those of Teddy and the aunts).
And kudos to the prop mistress—"The Oregon"
stirred my patriotic heart.
And so on.
The upshot is this: The play has been around for
35 years. but this production goes into the
window seat (a euphemism) Saturday night. It's a
very funny show and very well done; if you're lucky
enough to have tickets for tonight or tomorrow,
don't let the weather keep you home. My brother
says you can borrow his snowshoes.
—Skip Sickles
Panama Canal treaty promoted
A large number of Americans
are opposed to the Panama Canal
Treaty because they do not under-
stand it, the deputy U.S. Defense
Deoartment negotiator for the
Panama Canal treaty told UMO
students Thursday.
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Once people unAerstand the need
for the treaty, their opinion of it will
change," General Welborn G.
Dolvin, the highest ranking military
officer on the negotiating team said.
The opposition to the treaty is
well organized and well financed,
and has been campaigning against
the treaty for some time, he said.
while those in favor of the treaty
could not begin efforts to promote it
until negotiations were over and the
treaty signed.
President Jimmy Carter's admin-
istration and the Defense Depart-
ment are in favor of the treaty and
are undertaking efforts to convince
people of this treaty's worth, Dolvin
said.
Carter will probably
hold a fireside chat in January to talk
about the treaty, he said.
Dolvin's visit to UMO was part
of a New England tour to promote
the treaty. He spoke in two classes,
to a faculty luncheon and to a press
conference.
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paralegal, says such payment of shortages
is illegal under a state law which limits the
reasons that an employee can pay back.
wages to his or her employer. An
insurance plan, for example, would be an
acceptable reason for paying back wages,
but shortages is not, he says.
Haskell paid a $3 shortage fee and
asked for a receipt, which he received. He
says he "didn't feel it was the manager's
fault," because "she was getting heat
from above." He knew of others who had
paid as much as $80 in shortages.
Eventually, Haskell and the other five
students, who had worked at either the Old
Town station or the Interstate 95 station in
Bangor, took their case to SLS. Haskell
identified the other five as Linda Carlson,
Mike Cary, Dave Grant, Candy Jewett and
Clayton Saucier.
Smith, who handled the case along
with SLS attorney Jud Esty-Kendall, says
that the Bureau of Labor was called in and
found that the practice of charging
employees for shortages was widespread at
Gibbs stations.
After a meeting of all the parties.
Smith says, an agreement was reached and
'all clients' money was paid back or
assurance was given that the money would
be returned." A total of $200 to $250 was
involved, he adds.
Station manager Sarah Corr admits there
was pressure on her to get payment for
shortages. Haskell says that even now, the
"higher-ups still expect payment; if not
from employees, then from someone else."
Planetarium to show
Christmas star birth
The year is 6 B.C.. the planets Jupiter,
Saturn and Mars are headed for a triple
conjunction, and the result is the birth of
the Christmas Star, sometimes called the
Star of Bethlehem, all of which are visually
demonstrated and explained by UMO
physics students in a 40-minute public
planetarium lecture.
Scheduled for 7 and 8 p.m. on the
Sunday and Monday evenings of Dec. 4, 5,
11 and 12, the program begins with a look
at the winter sky and its constellations and
shows the motions of the sun and the
changes of the constellations.
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LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
Tuesdays thru Saturdays
December 6 '''''"'"minigum December 10
"SUN DANCE"
December 13 sm..••••• December 17
"THE GRADUATES"
ecember 20 December 24
"STRINGFIELD"
Sunday----DISCO----Monday
By Dana Wilson
HAPPY HOUR PRICES ALL NIGHT
Consciousness- Raising
Bake Sale
"Great Discounts for all who ask
intelligent questions '•
Memorial Union Lobby
Monday Dec. 12
10a.m. to 2 p.m.
Sponsored by Wilde-Stein Club
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Ambulance corps to add training equipment
by John Donnelly
The University Volunteer Ambulance
Corp (UVAC) budget, recently passed by
the UMO Student Senate, will finance
training facilities and boost club morale,
said UVAC President Dennis Annear.
The $1,664.30 budget, passed unani-
mously by the finance committee and
senate Wednesday, will "make sure the
club members are up-to-date with what's
happening," Annear said.
Approximately one-half the budget will
buy a cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR)
mannequin with a tape recorder. The
mannequin, considered a "sophisticated
piece of equipment, an amazing machine,"
by Vice President Cary Stratford, will be
able to perform many CPR functions.
They include a printout on the recorder
that keeps the timing and rhythm of air
forced into the mannequin and the
frequency and depth of compression in the
chest.
Stratford, a senior majoring in biology,
said, "You have to be right on the money
to get a correct printout. It goes above and
beyond anything we have now."
Other funds will be used for a casualty
simulation kit ($295), seven film rentals
(S246), four magazine and journal publica-
ticns ($67) and two training stethoscopes
(So1.40).
This is the second year UVAC has
brought their budget to the Senate for
funding. Last year they received $597, half
of their proposed budget.
Annear explained one of the reasons for
this year's full passage. The club got more
publicity and their purpose became known.
"Even though we have only 40 members
we serve the whole university. I think the
senate saw the need for emergency care on
campus," he said.
CANTE
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Since January the corps has made 134
runs.
Everything looks brighter," said Strat-ford. "We Lave established training
programs for t' 'e whole year in addition to
the regular meetings. We can show people
now instead of being theoretical."
Annear, a junior majoring in civil
engineering, noted, however, that even
though the budget passage has "helped
the morale already," dissension toward the
poli2e administration is still present among
UVAC members.
Get budget request
The police force involvement with the
club includes providing an ambulance and
a driver, Annear said.
UVAC is governed by the fire marshal,
and the director of police and safety must
sanction all club actions.
This can be a problem, Annear said,
because "three people are running the
show." The problem rests with the police
administration, he added.
"We have a few problems with them, for
they look at us as students and not as
profesionals, which most of us are. They
question whether we're responsible mainly
because we're students.
"They want us to do this and that, and
some of it's ridiculous," he said.
According to Stratford, to qualify as a
UVAC member, minimum requirements
are completion of the American Red Cross
course, Advanced First Aid and Emer-
gency Care and a CPR course.
The club is planning to move their police
station headquarters to the health center.
Gas pumping students reimbursed
by Dave Billings
Six UMO students who worked for
local Gibbs Oil Co. stations have been, or
soon will be, reimbursed for cash shortages
which they allegedly were illegally forced
to pay.
The case was resolved out of court
after pressure was put on Gibbs, a Revere.
Macc baced firm, by Student Legal
Services and the Maine State Bureau of
Labor.
James Haskell, the only one of the six
still working for Gibbs, began working for
the company's Interstate 95 station in Old
Town this fall. His job included pumping
gas and making change for customers.
Haskell says it was soon made clear
that the employees were expected to make
up any difference between the amount of
money taken in at the end of the night, and
the amount totaled on the gas pumps.
Haskell says such shortages were inev-
itable and could be caused by such things
as overpumping by a few cents, pump
malfunctioning or mistakes on making
change.
Jon Smith, a Student Legal Services
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Bears crush New Hampshire
in men swimming action
by Brian Seaward
The men's varsity swim team met its
first Yankee Conference competitors Wed-
nesday, defeating the University of New
Hampshire 91-21 in their second home
meet of the season.
The Maine swimmers, looking strong
after their return from the Penn State
Relays, captured 12 of 13 first places,
losing only the 200 yard butterfly.
UMaine started the action by winning
the medley relay. Switzer's swimmers
remained consistently strong in the
free-style events as Tom Sarson won the
1,000-yard freestyle, Rob Marshall scored
first in the 100-yard free, Rob Grealy
captured the 200-yard freestyle, Peter
Farragher won the 500-yard freestyle, and
Jamie LaRochelle took first place from
runner-up Bob Stedman in the 200-yard
individual medley won by Don Winant, the
200-yard backstroke taken by Bruce
Eppinger, and the 200-yard breaststroke
won by Rick Nagel.
UMaine's divers Lance Graham, Rolf
Olsen and Wright Ferguson all gave strong
performances with Graham placing first on
the one meter board, and Olsen capturing
first on the three meter board.
UMaine's record stands at 2-0. The
men's team will host the University of
Vermont Saturday at 2:00 at the Stanley
Wallace Pool.
Keating named all-ECAC
UMO linebacker Chris Keating
has been named to the Division II
Eastern College Athletic Conference
all-star team.
Keating, a junior from Cohasset,
Mass., was picked Wednesday by
the Division 11 coaches to fill one of
three linebacker positions. Pete
McCarty, a University of Massach-
usetts senior from Bangor and Doub
Rhoads, East Stroudsburg, were
named to the other linebacker
positions.
Keating led the Black Bears in
tackles with 93 primary and 45
assists. It was the second year in a
row he has led Maine in that
department.
"I think it's super," Head Coach
Jack Bicknell said of the announce-
ment. "I'm really happy for Chris. I
was really disappointed he didn't get
named to the Yankee Conference
team because he is one of the top
linebackers in the East. He's got a
good future ahead of him."
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EXCELLENT SUPPLY FOR YOUR GIFT GIVING! WCOOKWARE-DINNERWARE
-CRYSTAL W
BARWARE WAND INDIVIDUALIZED GIFTWARE W
•Waterford • HUME' • Mikasa 'Dansk W
• Baccarat • Rosenthal •Copco •Kosta— Bode i7•Orrefors 
•Aynsley 'Arabia • Royal Copenhagen i7Piacemats and Copper—BRASS—PEWTER
OPEN FRIDAY NIGHTS TIL 9:00 
/ e
1 rURNITLI:_a II
 Il 
r:
005° INTERIORS ;
386 Main St.. BangorPhi Pcz Tr= 15:i TS:SP= fittz(T.;=q5:i War YetatIltztV3= rszfM{Yez:P=r12(EzillarSZISZECIVSSEst:dPrackg
NAPA INTRODUCES
THE SUPERBATTERY!
Fed up with battery worries'? NAPA
has the answer—the new NAPA Super-
battery!
Superbattery is maintenance free.
but not maintenance impossible. Com-
pletely sealed batteries cannot be
saved in the event of electrical system
malfunction. However, the Super-
battery can be checked, and water
added if necessary.
The new NAPA Superbattery it'll
always give you a charge'
DUBAY Auto Parts
636 Hammond Street
Banuor. Maine
DUBAY Auto Parts
15 So Water Street
Olo Town
illiallalaa1114110.01111.1 111111111 .11.1111.1 11111.001.11
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Naine Campus Swimmers finish sixth
at Penn State relays
by Brian Seaward
The University of Maine swimmers gave
a strong performance at the Penn State
Relay Championships, Dec. 3, where they
placed sixth out of 18 teams with 190
points, behind North Carolina, 312,
Pittsburgh, 282, Maryland. 218, Columbia,
200, East Carolina, 192 respectively, in
their first relay competition effort.
Maine's most impressive relays were the
400 yard backstroke relays of Jim
Smoragiewicz, Bruce Eppinger, Jim
Farragher, and Peter Farragher, which
placed second with a time of 3:47.87; the
200 yard medley relay, of Bruce Eppinger,
John Judge, Jamie LaRochelle and Doug
Burnham placing third with a time of
1:40.15.
The 400 medley relay of Jim
Smoragiewicz, John Judge, Jamie
LaRochelle and Bob Marshall not only
scored third place, but also broke a school
record with a 3:35.88; and the 400 yard
freestyle relay of Bob Marshall, Ron
Pospisil, Bob Stedman, and Jamie
LaRochelle, who captured a fifth place.
"We didn't have the depth for North
Carolina and Pittsburgh but we were in
contention with the rest and we swam very
well," coach Alan Switzer said.
"We did very well for our first year and I
had hoped for a spot in the top six," he
added.
Maine's next competition will be against
the University of New Hampshire Wed-
nesday at 3:00 p.m. at the Stanley Wallace
Pool.
Strong field events lift Maine
track team over rival Bates
by Steve Vaitones
The men's track team evened its record
at 1-1 with a solid 83-53 win over Bates in
Lewiston on Wednesday evening. It was
the first dual meet win for Maine at the
Bates cage in nearly 20 years.
The small, squarish Bates track was the
cause of several shoving matches during
the middle distance races. These incidents
only served to heighten the spirits of both
teams in this keen rivalry.
The margin of victory through Maine's
superior depth in the field events. Steve
Rines led a UMO sweep of the 35 lb.
weight throw, and Al Sherrerd (shot put),
Harry Dwyer (long jump), and Tim
Geraghty (triple jump) led 1-2 placings in
their events.
Tom Stephenson and Ben Reed took
close wins in the 45 yard dash and hurdles.
respectively, as the Black Bears ran well in
the short races. As in the first meet, Ed
Gott won the 440, and Nick Tupper, the
600. Maine also won both relays.
For the Bobcats, Greg Peters (mile and
two mile) and Tom Cloutier (ICAO and mile)
were the top performers, each taking a first
and a second.
Maine returns to action on Saturday
playing host to Vermont. The first events
are scheduled to start at noon.
HELP WANTED
University for Action is looking for
Juniors, Seniors and Graduate Students
interested in working in non—profit
social service agencies with disadvantaged
and/or low income people for 12 months
for 40 hours per week starting in
January 1978.
Students Gain: Relevant work experience
$ 3000, for living expenses
academic credit
Positions Available:
Community Theatre
Child Advocacy
Alternative School
Dial Help
Conservation Corps
Maine State Prison
Multiple Handicap
4H
Home Winterization
If interested contact C.E.D. office
250 Aubert Hall, 581-2640
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Leach scores two as Bears stop Colby 4-1
by Charlotte McMee
The UMO ice hockey team, bolstered
by two goals from wing Jon Leach, downed
Colby College 4-1 Tuesday night.
It was a physical contest that the Black
Bears dominated at both ends of the ice.
Gary Conn, Bill Demianiuk and Dan
Sweeney set the tone for the game early in
the first period with intense pressure in the
Colby zone.
Maine went on the power play with
5:30 gone in the period when Jamie Logan
was belted by Colby forward Mark Kelley.
Kelley got two minutes for interference
and Leach took the opportunity to put
Maine on the boards by snapping in a
rebound of a Brian Hughes shot. Tom
LeBlonde also got an assist with a pass to
Hughes.
Leach scored a gain less than three
minutes later as a result of a beautiful rush
by Joe Crespi. Crespi stole the puck from
Colby in his own end and skated down the
right side, holding off a Colby defenseman
with his left arm. The puck went out to
Leach, who was trailing the play. The
Maine forward lost no time in putting
Maine up 2-0.
Goalie Jeff Nord became the target for
some Colby roughness as Dan O'Halloran
took out some frustration by crosschecking
the Maine goalie in his own crease.
Don Mason promptl!, retaliated in
Nord's behalf with a crosscheck to
O'Halloran, and both players were sent off
the ice with matching penalities.
The scene was repeated on minute later,
this time with Kelley knocking Nord
around and Marc Son coming to tne
defense. Son gave the Colby forward a
hard crosscheck across the should blades,
and both players were sent off again, this
time for interference.
Kelley had a few choice words for the
referee and got himself a ten-minute
misconduct as well.
Colby got a chance to go on the power
play when Jim McTernan was caught
slashing in front of the Colby net. But
Mike Vigue, who played an outstanding
game, did a good job of penalty killing
along with Rob Day.
Hughes put the Black Bears ahead 3--0
with 11 seconds remaining in the period
when he popped in the puck, which was
centered from behind the net. McTernan
and Dave Walsh fought with the Colby
defense for possession and won the battle.
Hughes was in perfect position in front of
the net and was wide open for the pass.
The second period had Maine putting
on an excellent show of penalty killing,
starting off when LeBlonde charged a
Colby forward in back of the Maine net.
With 1:26 left in LeBlonde's penalty, Nord
high-sticked a bothersome forward and the
Black Bears found themselvec two men
down.
Defenseman Mason was a tower of
strength as he repeatedly cleared the puck
out of the zone and forced Colby to
regroup.
Maine was hit with yet another
penalty when too many men were caught
on the ice with 17 seconds !eft on the
second penalty. Conn cleared the puck
out, and the Mules managed only one more
determined rush on Nord. Jeff made
the save on only the third shot that the
Mules managed throughout their entire
power play.
The excellent play of the entire
de:ensive corps was exemplified by Art
Demoulas on a nice block of a pass between
two breaking Colby forwards. The period
ended at 3-0 Maine.
CgwaOil,,, BREWER
APPEARING
DECEMBER 7-11
SKINNY KID
DECEMBER 14-18
CALAMITY JANE
SPECIAL EVENTS IN DECEMBER!
IN CONCERT DECEMBER 21st
THE BLEND
fri 
C,E.OIRTE ilibrifof
\441•0....•••"
P,1 1 .1
1 1 \Jr 41,-t.
$6.50
GALA
NEW YEAR'S
EVE PARTY
DECEMBER 31
featuring
OA
9 p.m. to 2 a.m.
per person
INCLUDES PARTY FAVORS, NOISE-MAKERS
MUNCH1ES AND A GREAT TIME FOR ALL! H
ADVANCE TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE CORRAL
FOR OUR 20 YR. AND OLDER 
CLIENTAL
BRING IN THE NEW YEAR WITH OAK
The Black Bears got a chance for an
extended power play themselves when
• Vigue was tripped tryi-Ig to break out of his
own end, and when a pile up on the boar-ts
resulted in a slashing call on Colby's Ed
Ofria a minute and a half later. But the
power play couldn't get on track and didn't
get any threatening shots on goal.
However, the power play had another
chance and it worked like a charm this time
when Demianiuk scored with 7:10 left in
the game.
Conn got the pass from the point in the
corner, and centered to Hughes, who made
a move to draw two men to him. He then
slid the puck to the unguarded Demianiuk,
who slipped the puck into the wide-open
net.
Nord lost his shutout with only 12
seconds remaining on a low zipping shot
from the left faceoff circle. The Maine
goalie played a near-perfect game, with
some help of some superb defensive play
by the blue line corps.
The defense was bolstered im-
measurably by the return of standout Son,
back on his skates after recovering from a
fractured nose.
The Black Bears face UConn in their
next contest tonight at the Alfond
Wrestlers split first meet
at New Brunswick
by Roger Nadeau
UMO's wrestling team split their
encounter with University of Maine at
Presque Isle and the University of New
Brunswick (UNB) at UNB this past
weekend.
UNB's two forfeits helped UMO but
costly mistakes by UMO wrestlers ensure(
the win for UMPI. The results were as
follows:
Maine 29 — UNB 20
118 lb.—Devin (M) pinned Peppard 5:54;
126 lb.—Borman dec. Nichols (M) 13-4;
134 lb.—Walling (m) pinned Fray 7:48;
142 lb.—Daigle (M) dec. nibs 17-4;
150 lb.—Ballak pinned Chase (M) 2:01;
158 lb.—Knox dec. Sirois (M) 12-1;
167 lb.—Kukhonen dec. Irish (M) 5-2;
177 lb.—Cullenberg (M) won by forfeit;
190 lb.—Whitely (M) won by forfeit;
Unl.—Barrott dec. Plourde (M) 4-2.
UMP1 27 — Maine 19
Defo`rge pinned Devin (M) 1:04;
Nichols (M) dec. Rowe 8-4;
Winkleman pinned Walling (M) 0:58;
Daigle (M) pinned Brown 5:59;
Hernandez pinned Chase (M) 1:51;
Sirois (M) dec. Weeks 10-1;
Irish (M) dec. La Rose 13-12;
Cullenberg (M) dec. Haven 4-1;
Christensen pinned Whitely (M) 6:28;
Fields dec. Piourde (M) 3-0.
The next Black Bear wrestling meet will
be at Rhode Island College.
DID YOU KNOW THAT THE
GOVERNOR HAS HOMEMADE SOUPS?
Homemade Homemade
BEEF STEW FISH CHOWDEROR SPLIT 
PEA OUPWE USE SIRLOIN STEAK GREEN rca ouur
Cup
Big Bowl
5ac
• Cup
9.19 Big Bowl
Homestyle
CHICKEN NOODLE
SOUP "LARFGLE0CAHIUNNGKASROOFUCNHDIC"KEN
Cup 49c
Big Bowl 99c
The Governor Also Has Beer
On Tap And A Complete Wine
List For Your Meals
GOVERNOR'S
Still water Ave
49c99c
a
•
S.
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'STARTING MONDAY
DECEMBER 1 2thAND
CONTINUING THRU
ri FRIDAY THE 23rd
OF El
JIMPUZZENIMOIMOMMOIDENON
I EVERYTHING AT THEUNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
1
Liffiftliff*Ma
Does Not Apply To The
Textbook Annex. Calculators
And Special Orders Not Included
Any Other Discounts Void
During_ThislPeriod.
-0111111011.11111WINNOM".".••
1
A Cash Discount
Of 10°/0 Will Be
GI-irn At The Cash
Register Off The Regular
Marked Prices Of Every
Thing From Cott lug To Sale Books.
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